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Abstract
In a effort to simulate aerodynamic-pressure-like loads in the study of Joined
Wings, this research focuses on non-conservative follower forces. Several numer-
ical evaluations demonstrate that follower loadings exacerbate the risks of snap-
instability in Joined Wings.
Then, a dynamical nonlinear approach it is used to highlight the main issues
in the design of the Joined-Wings. The dynamic analysis is compared to the
static one and it is shown that the dynamic analysis faithfully re-tracks the static
response, that is then a good tool in order to study the real behavior of Joined
Wings.
Later, this work wants to demonstrate that even if the design of Joined-Wing
system is well below the critical point and the response appears to be quasi linear;
there is a potential risk that a dynamic perturbation may move the system to a
relatively far equilibrium state on a post-critical branch (branch jumping).
In the above analysis, the different Joined-Wing configurations are performed
using mechanical loads. The final part of this work illustrates the differences of the
nonlinear responses relative to mechanical loads and real aerodynamic forces. Two
different Joined-Wing configurations are studied. First, for both the configura-
tions, a nonlinear static divergence analysis is carried out. It is demonstrated that
the lift/displacement response may hide the physical snap divergence occurrence.
Then, the nonlinear static divergence analysis, is compared with the divergence
speed evaluated by solving a classical eigenvalue problem about a steady state
equilibrium, showing how in some cases this last approach is not reliable and even
nonconservative. Eventually, a comparison of the aeroelastic static responses with
structural static responses is given.
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Chapter 1
The Joined Wings
1.1 Introduction
There are a lot of challenges that the modern aviation needs to address, because
in the next twenty years the air traffic (passenger and cargo) is estimated to
grow up by a factor of two or three [1]. Several goals need to be achieved by the
design of new configurations, including more space and comfort for the passengers,
reduction for boarding and disembarking of passengers and luggage, more cargo,
possibility of operating from present airports, reduction of DOC (Direct Operative
Costs), improvement of the operative life, increase of the minimum cruise speed.
One of the main challenges is the reduction of pollution and emissions.
For a large transport aircraft during the cruise conditions, drag is mainly due
to two different contributions: induced drag (40-45%) and friction drag(45-50%),
[1]. Reduction of the friction drag is one of the main claimed advantages of the
blended wing body [2] and is one relevant improvements that new configurations
should achieve. Instead the induced drag depends on the lift distribution along the
wing span. The lift distribution of today transport aircraft is already optimized that
it is not possible to reach other significant reductions of this drag. For this main
reason it is possible to introduce completely new, non-conventional, innovative,
aircraft configurations [2].
Drag is just one of the aspects that should be considered in the design of air-
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planes. In fact, a multi-disciplinary approach is mandatory to assess the potential
benefits of a new configuration.Indeed, the present challenge is a new transport
aircraft that could satisfied all the requirements and achieve a more efficient and
sustainable transportation system. In 1924, Prandtl studied a particular config-
uration, called ”Best Wing System”, that minimized the induced drag for given
total lift and span [3]. According to this work, the lifting system with minimum
induced drag is a a box-wing configuration with this main characteristics: same
lift and same lift distribution on the two horizontal wings and butterfly shaped
lift distribution on the vertical wings (on the tip). In this configuration one of the
main parameter is the gap-to-span-ratio, in general if this parameter increases,
the efficiency of the wing system increases correspondingly, and it’s possible to
reach up to 30% reduction in induced drag with respect to a monoplane config-
uration. Prandtl calculated in his work [3] the ratio between the induced drag
of the ”Best Wing System” and the optimum monoplane with an approximate
procedure, but then a closed form solution of the same problem was given in [4],
confirming substantially the Prandtl’s results. In the ”Best Wing System”, the
optimal lift distribution on the horizontal wings can be provided, with a good
accuracy, by the superposition of a constant and an elliptical part.
The PrandtlPlane (or Joined-Wing) configuration takes into account the the-
oretical benefits (shown by Prandtl) on induced drag minimization.
In general this particular configuration has been named PrandtlPlane config-
uration or Joined Wing configuration. The term Joined wings comes from the
fact that each wing is formed by two different wings joined at the top or more
in general in some part of the wingspan. The PrandtlPlane configuration can be
used to design a large range of aircraft, ranging from big aircraft (like A380 or
larger) to small aircraft.
1.2 Contribution of the Present Study
Previous studies about Joined Wings pointed out the importance of including
structural geometric nonlinearities since the early stages of the design. Linear
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analyses are not enough accurate and can not be used even for preliminary es-
timation of the main configurations parameters, like it was illustrated in [5]. In
previous works [5, 6] the attention was mainly focused on conservative loading,
acting always in the same direction.
One of the main purpose of this work is to simulate aerodynamic-pressure-like
loads, using non-conservative follower forces. Several numerical evaluations, us-
ing static analysis made with the arc length method (see chapter 2), have been
performed starting from configurations already used in previous studies. More-
over, in this study follower loads have been applied. This kind of load changes its
direction (the amplitude is kept constant), when the reference direction of each
elements changes. Particular Joined-Wing configuration, made by isotropic and
anisotropic materials, were used to develop these analysis, see section 3.2. The
main differences between conservative loads and follower loads have been under-
lined, by analysing how the snap-buckling phenomenon (see section 2.1) changes
in the different loading conditions.
In this first part the snap-buckling phenomenon has been analysed by a purely
static perspective. Indeed, this is an inherently dynamic phenomenon. Therefore,
it was considered appropriate to analyze some of the configurations mentioned
above, by performing dynamic analysis. In these analysis the characteristic times
of force application were chosen in order to simulate a quasi-static application. In
this way the dynamic analysis re-tracks the static response as closely as possible.
This is a requirement in order to find if the static analysis, which is cheaper and
simpler compared to the dynamic one, is a good tool in order to study the real
behavior of Joined-Wing configurations.
Later, this work wants to demonstrate that even if the design of Joined-Wing
system is well below the critical point (snap-buckling state) and the response
appears to be quasi linear; there is a potential risk that a dynamic perturbation
may move the system to a relatively far equilibrium state on a post-critical branch,
with a so called branch jumping. This is possible, because of the presence of a
bi-stable region which, is a region with two different equilibrium states having the
same load level.
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In the above analysis, the different Joined-Wing configurations are performed
using mechanical loads (conservative and follower) but the real aerodynamic forces
were never been taken in consideration. The final part of this work wants to
illustrate the differences of the nonlinear responses relative to mechanical loads
used to mimic the real loading conditions and the real aerodynamic forces (see
chapter 6). Two different Joined-Wing configurations, characterized by a different
location of the joint, were studied.
First, for both the configurations, a nonlinear static divergence analysis is
carried out. Then, the true critical condition, obtained with the nonlinear static
divergence analysis, was compared with the divergence speed evaluated by solving
a classical eigenvalue problem about a steady state equilibrium, in order to show
if this last approach is reliable or not in the study of Joined Wings. The main
purpose is to found out if the simpler eigenvalue analysis give a conservative
approximation of the divergence speed, or if a non-linear divergence analysis is
needed.
Later, a comparison of the aeroelastic static responses with structural static
responses, studied in the previous chapters, is given.
For one of the configuration, analysed also in the previous chapters, an attempt
of revised lift distribution, using a mechanical load, is given, in order to really sim-
ulate the real effect of the aerodynamic forces. However, the real aerodynamic
load and the revised mechanical load will be compared in order to find if there
are big differences between the two cases. As a final task a discussion about di-
vergence, bending/torsion coupling, and overconstrained nature of Joined Wings,
for this same configuration, is given.
The present work adopts a non linear finite element code, called Cshell, based
on the theoretical work presented in references [7, 8], and the obtained results are
validated with the commercial software NASTRAN R©.
Chapter 2
Arc length and Newton methods
The use of nonlinearity is needed, because the strong non linear behavior of the
inherently overconstrained system of Joined Wings gives rise to a complete differ-
ent scenario from the linear one. Previous works presented that linear buckling
analysis is not an accurate prediction of the true critical point. Only a detailed
nonlinear analysis should be used to avoid large errors. The snap buckling phe-
nomenon and post critical pattern are investigated with ad hoc techniques. To
overcome limit points and accurately predict the post-buckling response a continu-
ation technique has been implemented with the possibility of automatic switching
between the the Newton-Raphson method and the Arc Length method, when a
critical point is reached. In the next sections the snap-buckling phenomenon is
illustrated and explained with a typical example. Then, the two different tech-
niques, used to better track this phenomenon, are explained in detail.
2.1 Snap-buckling Phenomena
Usually, it is common practice in the conceptual design phase of classical wings
to asses a buckling load with a linear eigenvalue analysis. In fact it is possible to
outline the classical wing with a cantilevered beam. In the case of Joined Wings
is not possible to observe the real behavior with this kind of analysis, because the
progressive softening or stiffening, typical of this configuration, cannot be tracked.
5
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Indeed, under certain conditions snap phenomena could be observed. In the case
of Joined Wings when the critical load is reached, the structure’s configuration
is no longer able to carry any increment in load, being this possible only in a
configuration which is not continuously adjacent to the critical one. Thus, what
practically occurs is a dynamic snap through to the new configuration which is
able to carry the load more efficiently. It is here explained this situation using a
typical static response showing snap-buckling instability.
A typical load-displacement responses is considered, like the the one depicted
in Fig.2.1. The dimensionless parameter Λ represents the fraction of the current
load level to the external applied load. From this figure it can be seen that state
A corresponds to a load parameter Λ. Therefore, it can be inferred that applying
the fraction Λ of the global load, the structure experiences an instability (state
A). So different branches can be identified (Fig.2.1):
• From O to E: almost-linear branch
• From E to A: stable branch
• From A to D: instable branch
• From D to B: stable branch
• From B to C: stable branch
So it can be inferred, that for a value of the load between ΛE and Λ, two differ-
ent stable configurations are possible (bi-stable region). In Fig.2.1 the point A
corresponds to the so-called condition of critical load, Λ, after that the critical
load is reached and the instability occurs. If the load is applied infinitely slowly
the branch between point O and A (critical load point) will be followed. Then a
further increment of the load will induce the instability occurrence, and the new
equilibrium point will be on B. At this point, the load cycle will follow the branch
between B and C. And starting from any configuration on the upper branch (B-
C), the unloading cycle won’t follow the same pattern but the configurations will
reach the point D and at this stage, the snap will occur to point E.
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Figure 2.1: Typical static response showing snap-buckling instability.
After these important considerations, it can be said that it is potentially unsafe
to avoid expensive nonlinear post-critical analyses with the argument that joined-
wing structures are designed to operate at lower-than-critical regime. If this
may seem safe because the snap-buckling occurring in quasi-statical conditions
is avoided, it does not guarantee against stability problems enhanced by inertial
effects tied up with dynamic response of the system. As it will be shown, one of
this kind of instabilities could be the jump to a different equilibrium configuration
(from branch E-A to branch D-B, see Fig.2.1).
It is not difficult to imagine that the deformations involved in the configu-
rations considered in the operative conditions are much smaller than the ones
relative to the impending snap-buckling situation. Given the small deformations,
the temptation to use linear analysis as a tool for assessing stability or for design
purposes is to be carefully meditated upon, and full nonlinear post-critical static
and nonlinear dynamic analyses should be rather favored.
However, an ad hoc technique is needed in order to properly track the real
trend of the static response. In the next sections the methods used for these
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analyses are explained in detail.
2.2 Newton-Raphson method
The Newton-Raphson method is a powerful technique for solving equations nu-
merically. It is based on the simple idea of linear approximation. This method
usually converges on a precise root with good efficiency. In the previous sections
the basic formulas for this method are derived and its procedure is interpreted ge-
ometrically. Also an example is given in order to better understand how it works
in Appendix A.
2.2.1 General Procedure
Let f(x) be a well-behaved function, and let r be a root of the equation f(x) = 0.
Starting with an estimate x0 of r, it is possible to produce a new estimate x1.
From x1, it is possible to produce a new estimate x2 and so on. Until xn is close
enough to the real solution, or it becomes clear that there is not convergence. The
value x0 is often called a ”guess”. The Newton-Raphson method is really good if
x0 is close to r, and can be very useless if it is not. So let x0 be a good estimate
of r and let r = x0 + h. Since the true root is r, and h = r − x0, the number h
measures how far the estimate x0 is from the truth. Since h is small, using the
tangent line approximation it is possible to conclude that:
0 = f(r) = f(x0 + h) ≈ f(x0) + hf ′(x0) (2.1)
And unless f ′(x0) is close to 0:
h ≈ − f(x0)
f ′(x0)
(2.2)
and therefore:
r = x0 + h ≈ x0 − f(x0)
f ′(x0)
(2.3)
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Obtaining the new improved estimate x1 of r given by:
x1 = x0 − f(x0)
f ′(x0)
(2.4)
In the same way is possible to obtain x2:
x2 = x1 − f(x1)
f ′(x1)
(2.5)
Continue in this way. If xn is the current estimate, then the next estimate xn+1
is given by:
xn+1 = xn − f(xn)
f ′(xn)
(2.6)
2.2.2 Geometric Interpretation
In Fig.2.2, the curve y = f(x) meets the x-axis at r. Let a be the current estimate
of r. The tangent line to y = f(x) at the point (a, f(a)) has equation:
y = f(a) + (x− a)f ′(a). (2.7)
Let b be the x-intercept of the tangent line. It follows that:
b = a− f(a)
f ′(a)
. (2.8)
Comparing this result with Equation 2.6, b is just the next Newton-Raphson
Figure 2.2: Geometrical interpretation of the Newton-Raphson method.
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estimate of r. The new estimate b is obtained by drawing the tangent line at
x = a and then sliding to the x-axis along this tangent line. Now drawing the
tangent line at (b, f(b)) and riding the new tangent line to the x-axis it is possible
to get a new estimate c, and so on. This geometric interpretation can be used
to design functions and starting points for which the Newton Method runs into
trouble. For example, by putting a little bump on the curve at x = a we can
make b y far away from r. When a Newton Method calculation is going badly, a
picture can help to diagnose the problem and fix it. It would be wrong to think
of the Newton Method simply in terms of tangent lines. The Newton Method is
used to find complex roots of polynomials, and roots of systems of equations in
several variables, where the geometry is far less clear, but linear approximation
still makes sense.
2.2.3 A Variant: the Secant Method
The secant method is the most popular variant of the Newton method. In this
case two estimates, x0 and x1, are considered to start the iterations. The iterative
formula for n > 1 is:
xn+1 = xn − f(xn)
Q(xn−1, xn)
, (2.9)
where:
Q(xn−1, xn) =
f(xn−1)− f(xn)
xn−1 − xn . (2.10)
If xn is close to xn−1, Q(xn−1, xn) is close to f ′(xn) and the two method don’t differ
by much. It is possible to compare these two methods geometrically. Instead of
sliding along the tangent line, the secant method slides along a nearby secant line.
This method has some advantages over the Newton method. It is more stable,
the derivative are not used with the secant method, and these it is important
because the derivative can be expensive to calculate. The Secant Method, when
it is working well, which is most of the time is fast. Usually about 45 percent more
iterations are needed than with the Newton Method to get the same accuracy, but
each iteration is cheaper.
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2.3 The Arc Length method
The arc-length method is a procedure which enables to trace the equilibrium paths
beyond limit points, and to capture the snap-through and snap-back buckling
phenomena, Fig.2.3. So it is often useful, when in the nearby of these particular
points, to switch from the Newton-Raphson method to the Arch Length method.
The Arch Length method is well suited for use with FEM. Moreover, it is auto-
matic and improves the iterative performance away from limit point. Actually the
arc length method usefulness goes well beyond such phenomena since, in general,
without techniques which allow the limit points to be passed, the load level at
limit point (critical load) may be hard to calculate or unreliable. Many times
these loads are associated with a failure in the convergence, and this doesn’t take
into account a possible numerical collapse due to round-off error. Basically, in-
vestigating the structural state after a critical point enables to gain insight into
the mechanism or cause of the structural failure. Riks in his work [9] has used
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Figure 2.3: Possible Snap-buckling phenomena
the normal to the tangent to iterate until convergence, it is possible to see this
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concept in Fig.2.4, but then the circular path has been proven to be more efficient,
instead of the normal at the tangent line it is used a circle with a fixed radius,
how it is explained in the following sections. In Fig.2.4 is depicted the method
with both the possibilities.
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Figure 2.4: Riks method with the normal to tangential and circular path.
2.3.1 Formulation of the Problem
If an N dimensional problem is considered, the equilibrium equation could be
written as:
g(q) = Λq− f(p) = 0 (2.11)
where f represent the internal forces, function of the displacement and q is a
fixed total load vector. The vector g represent then the out of balance forces.
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In contrast to usual analysis methods the loading parameter Λ is here treated as
a variable. In order to close the problem, because now there are two different
variables, a new constraint equation is added:
∆pT∆p + ψ∆λ2qTq = ∆l2 (2.12)
where ∆p is the incremental displacement vector, ∆l is the length of the increment
in the N + 1 dimensional space. The scalar ψ represents a scaling parameter,
which could be differently set. In the original work of Riks, it was set to 1. The
last equation represent a hyper-spherical constraint, that is why the method is
often known as the spherical arc length. In his works [10, 11, 12], Crisfield set
the value of ψ to zero, giving then raise to the cylindrical arc length method.
In his work Riks used the original Newton-Raphson method, where the tangent
matrix is recalculated at each iteration. This is not often used with FEM, being
more popular the modified version of the Newton-Raphson, where the tangent
stiffness matrix is held constant during the iterations, and updated only at each
load increment, see Fig.2.5. The mathematical procedure is explained in the next
section.
2.3.2 Mathematical Formulation
The constraint equation could be introduced directly in the equilibrium equation.
Refer to Fig.2.5 for the notation, where the loading factor and one displacement
are depicted. The state (p0, λ0q) represents a converged previous state, and is
then assumed as a starting point for the iterations, in order to converge to a
new state. All the Λ represents quantities measured starting from this starting
configuration, where the δ are used to express increments, that is, the quantity the
variable has changed during the considered iteration. The displacement increment
consequent to load increment at a given iteration i is:
δpi = K
−1
t (λi+1q− f(pi)) (2.13)
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Figure 2.5: Modified Newton-Raphson method: the tangent is keep constant for each iteration
of the load step.
where, Kt represents the tangential stiffness matrix. If a Newton-Raphson method
is employed then the matrix is calculated at the beginning of the considered iter-
ation, where, with a modified Newton-Raphson method, it is calculated only at
the converged state and held constant throughout the iterations. The f(pi) rep-
resents the internal forces associated with the state in i. Adding and subtracting
the quantity λiq:
δpi = K
−1
t (λi+1 − λi) +K−1t (λiq− f(pi)) = δλiK−1t q +K−1t g(pi) (2.14)
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where g(pi) is the unbalanced force at the i-th state. It is possible then to collect
the two terms
δλiK
−1
t q︸ ︷︷ ︸
δpT
+K−1t g(pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δp˜i
= δλiδpT + δp˜i (2.15)
where δpT is called the tangent displacement with fixed load and δp˜i is called the
tangent displacement with unbalanced force. It is possible to observe that, the
first term need to be re-computed only when there is a change in the tangential
stiffness matrix. So the displacement increment is expressed as sum of the two
contributions:
δpi = δλiδpT + δp˜i (2.16)
At this point, the constraint equation is applied:
∆pTi+1∆pi+1 + ψ∆λ
2
i+1q
Tq = ∆l2 (2.17)
valid for every i within the load step, for which the entity of ∆l is held constant.
A common choice is to set ψ = 0, which gives rise to the so called cylindrical arc
length. It this case the constraint equation is:
∆pTi+1∆pi+1 = ∆l
2 (2.18)
and recalling that:
∆pi+1 = ∆pi + δpi (2.19)
So the Equation 2.18 becomes:
(∆pi + δpi)
T (∆pi + δpi) = ∆l
2 (2.20)
Further developing
∆pTi ∆pi + δp
T
i δpi + 2∆p
T
i δpi = ∆l
2 (2.21)
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From Equation 2.16:
∆pTi ∆pi + (δp˜i + δλiδpT )
T (δp˜i + δλiδpT )
+ 2∆pTi (δp˜i + δλiδpT ) = ∆l
2 (2.22)
and rearranging the terms:
δλ2i a1 + δλia2 + a3 = 0 (2.23)
Where:
a1 = δpT δp
T
T
a2 = 2δp˜
T
i δpT + 2∆p
T
i δpT
a3 = δp˜
T
i δp˜i + 2∆p
T
i δp˜i +
[
∆pTi ∆pi −∆l2
] (2.24)
The constraint equation is the previous quadratic one. The terms in the square
brackets is zero if, as it should normally be, the constraint is satisfied at the previ-
ous iteration. All the terms, except for δλi are known from the previous iteration.
Thus it is possible to calculate the load increment δλi, and consequently, through
Equation 2.16 the displacement increment δpi. The new (generally unbalanced)
state pi+1, λi+1 is then set.
2.3.3 Choice of Roots
Since Equation 2.23 is quadratic, it has generally two roots. The choice of the
proper root represents a critical point for successfully follow the equilibrium path.
In order to avoid doubling back, the λ is chosen which creates an acute angle
between the last and the current displacement increment, measured starting from
the last converged status, that is:
∆l2 cos θ = ∆pTi ∆pi+1 > 0 (2.25)
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and, using Equations 2.19,2.14, it follows:
cos θ =
∆pTi (∆pi + δpi)
∆l2
=
∆pTi (∆pi + δp˜i + δλiδpT )
∆l2
(2.26)
Defining:
a4 = ∆p
T
i ∆pi + ∆p
T
i δp˜i
a5 = ∆p
T
i δpT
(2.27)
and
cos θ =
a4 + a5δλi+1
∆l2
(2.28)
If both the roots generate acute angles, cos θ > 0, then the solution closest to the
linear one is taken, where the linear solution is:
δλlini = −
a3
a2
(2.29)
2.3.4 Radius Update and Sign Definition
The arc length radius setting represents another critical point. In fact, it plays an
important role not only in the capabilities of following the equilibrium path, but
also influences directly the efficiency of the algorithm. The first iteration could
be thought as a prediction iteration. In fact, the new load parameter related to
the arc-length without need to solve the quadratic Equation 2.23. For the first
iteration it can be written:
δp = K−1t ∆λq = ∆λpT (2.30)
and then, using the constraint:
∆l2 = ∆pT∆p = ∆λ2δpTT δpT (2.31)
or
∆λ = ± ∆l√
δpTT δpT
(2.32)
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Thus, the related displacement increment is:
∆p = ∆λδpT (2.33)
In the first iteration of the first step, the ∆l value is set through ∆λ1. Moreover,
the ∆λ1 is assumed to be positive.
A common way used to accelerate convergence for non linear problem can be
used for the arc length. Writing:
∆l = ∆lold
(
Id
Idold
)α
(2.34)
where the subscript old indicated the previous step, Idold is then the number of
iteration needed for convergency at the previous step, Id is the desired number of
iteration for obtaining convegency in the current step, α is a parameter, between
0.5 and 1. This choice follow the Crisfield approach. In general for this case it is a
good choice to put α = 1
4
and to set Id accordingly with the total number of degree
of freedom. So now a part from the sign, the load is defined by Equation 2.32. It
is very important the choice of the sign in Equation 2.32, this choice determines
the success in tracing the unstable equilibrium path. According to one of the
most popular procedure, the positive sign is taken if the tangent stiffness matrix
is positive definite, that is the determinant is positive. If at least one eigenvalue is
negative, that means that a limit point has been overcome, and then the negative
sign is chosen. Thus, the chosen sign is the same of the previous step, unless there
is a determinant sign change.
2.3.5 Convergence Criterion
A very simple thought effective convergence criterion is:
‖g‖ = β‖q‖ (2.35)
for load control, or:
‖g‖ = β‖r‖ (2.36)
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where r is the reaction vector, computer as being equal to the internal forces at
the constrained variables. Typical values for convergence factor β are between
10−3 − 10−2, even tighter if using the displacement control form. Crisfield, [13],
underlines the importance to use simultaneously load and displacement criteria,
since situations arise where one of them does not predict properly the convergence.
So it is possible to propose:
‖δp‖
‖∆p‖ ≤ ξd,
‖g (p) ‖
‖q‖ ≤ ξf (2.37)
If convergence is not obtained in the sought number of iteration, it is possible to
use ∆λn
∆λo
= βd
β
, where β is the effective value and βd is the desired convergence
factor.
2.3.6 Geometrical Interpretation
A geometrical understanding is of foremost importance in order to really use the
method with confidence. The best way to show the geometrical meaning of the arc
length is employing a problem with two displacement degree of freedom. In such
a way, a tridimensional graph representing the load and the two displacements
could be sketched. Assume a single triangle is clamped on one side and the not
clamped vertex is constrained to move vertically, as depicted in Fig.2.6. In a
Side view
Top view
3
1
3
2
x1
x3
x1
x2
Figure 2.6: Example with two degree of freedom.
three dimensional problem, each node has 6 degree of freedom. Provided that the
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material is isotropic, the load and geometric simmetry lead to have overall only
two degree of freedom. The load displacement response is depicted in Figs.2.7-
2.8. Note that λ represents the portion of the load applied at node three, where
u1 and u3 are the displacements of node 3 in direction x1 and x3 respectively.
Consider a converged equilibrium state on the curve, P in Figs.2.9-2.10. The
Figure 2.7: Load-displacement response for the degrees of freedom.
first step is the predictor step, which leads to the point named U (1). This point
stays on the circumference of radius ∆l = ‖∆p‖ by construction. The first pure
arc-length iteration is then performed, which leads to the point named U (2). As
it is shown in Fig.2.10, the point lies on the circumference. The three dimensional
representation of the arc length iterations is depicted in Fig.2.11, where also the
projection in the three planes are shown to help the full understanding of the
graph. It is not difficult to verify that the arc length iterations moves on the
surface of the cylinder with base the circumference with center P and radius ∆l.
It is very helpful to further decompose the problem and geometrically show the
basic steps involved in arc length method. Given the same converged point P ,
and the predictor point U (1), the decomposition of the displacement increment
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Figure 2.8: Three-dimensional plot of the load-displacement response.
δp1 in the two components δpT1 and δp˜1 follows:
δp = δp˜ + δλδpT (2.38)
where the subscripts have been dropped for simplicity. Referring to Fig.2.12, the
two vectors are depicted. The value of δλ scales the vector δpT in order that the
incremental displacement satisfying the arc-length constraint. In this situation
there are two distinct solutions, both of them are negative values. Accordingly
to the root selection criterion, the proper root is chosen, obtaining so the state
U (2) . It is trivial to realize that in some situations, the straight line in the δpT
direction will never intersect the circumference, which case corresponds to a no
real root of the constraint equation. Or, it may happen that the straight line is
be tangent to the circumference, which is case for identical real roots.
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Figure 2.9: Arc Length in the load displacement case.
Figure 2.10: Arc Length in the load displacement case, plane u1 − u2.
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Figure 2.11: Arc Length in the three-dimensional space.
Figure 2.12: Projection of the displacement from the three-dimensional space.
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2.4 Nonlinear Structural Model: Static Analy-
sis
The nonlinear governing equations are solved by adopting the iterative methods,
that are explained in the previous sections. After each iteration a displacement
vector is obtained, rigid body motion is eliminated from elements and the pure
elastic rotations and strain are found. Using these quantities the internal forces
are updated for the next iteration.
In the next section it is explained how these methods are effectively applied
in both the cases: simple Newton Raphson procedure and arc length procedure.
These techniques are at the basis of the results obtained in the following chap-
ters. Depending on the load applied to the particular configuration, (conserva-
tive, follower or aeroelastic) these procedures will be used mainly to track the
load/displacement response.
2.4.1 Newton-Raphson Procedure for Conservative Load
A conservative load is a constant conservative non aerodynamic vertical pressure
acting on the wings’ surface. The applied conservative load is here indicated with
P ext. First, an increment of external nodal loads can be defined. The applied
loads is calculated by using the following expression:
P step µstr = ΛP ext (2.39)
where the dimensionless parameter Λ indicates the applied fraction of the exter-
nal loads and hence P str indicated the portion of P ext currently applied to the
structure. µ indicates the load step and n indicates the iteration in a determined
load step. The number of iterations required to reach the convergence is in gen-
eral different if a different load step is analyzed. The internal forces F step µ iter nint
are known from the previous iteration, if the very first iteration of the first load
step is considered, there are no internal forces because the structure is initially
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assumed to be stress-free. So the unbalanced loads P step µ iter nunb can be calculated:
P step µ iter nunb = F
step µ iter n
int − P step µstr (2.40)
The structural tangent matrix Kstep µ iter nT is calculated by adding the elastic stiff-
ness matrix Kstep µ iter nE , calculated considering the coordinates at the beginning
of the nth iteration, and the geometric stiffness matrix Kstep µ iter nG . In practice
it is convenient to perform this operation at element level and then assemble the
resulting matrix:
Kstep µ iter nT = K
step µ iter n
E +K
step µ iter n
G (2.41)
The structural tangent matrix is updated at each iteration of the procedure. In
the standard Newton-Raphson procedure the following linear system is solved and
the displacement vector ustep µ iter n can be found:
Kstep µ iter nT · ustep µ iter n = P step µ iter nunb (2.42)
So the node location coordinates are updated for the next iteration:
xstep µ iter (n+1) = xstep µ iter n + ustep µ iter nd (2.43)
where ustep µ iter nd is the vector which contains only the translational degrees of
freedom, and it is obtained from the vector of displacements ustep µ iter n by elim-
inating the rows corresponding to the rotations. If the last iteration of the load
step µ has been performed, then the left hand side of the previous equation is
xstep (µ+1) iter 1 instead of xstep µ iter (n+1). The same thing happens for the internal
forces, so in the last iteration, F
step µ iter(n+1)
int has to be replaced by F
step (µ+1) iter 1
int .
The cumulative displacement vector is updated next:
U step µ iter (n+1) = U step µ iter n + ustep µ iter n (2.44)
The procedure is repeated until a desired convergence tolerance is reached.
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2.4.2 Arc length Procedure for Conservative Load
In the Newton-Raphson method the Equation 2.42 is solved at each iteration of
a generic load step. However, in some cases the convergence can be difficult due
to the vicinity of critical points. So, how it has been pointed out in the previous
sections the arc length methods considers the increment of the applied load like
an unknown. Then the problem is closed by adding a constraint equation. For
example it is possible to use the Crisfield’s method. As said, the parameter Λ is
generally varying for each iteration and load step:
P step µ iter nstr = Λ
step µ iter nP ext (2.45)
The linear system that need to be solved at each iteration n to find the incremental
displacement vector ustep µ iter n is the following:
Kstep µ iter nT · ustep µ iter n = F step µ iter nint − P step µ iter (n+1)str (2.46)
P
step µ iter (n+1)
str could be expressed using Equation 2.45 written for load step µ and
iteration n+ 1:
P
step µ iter (n+1)
str = Λ
step µ iter (n+1) · P ext (2.47)
Substituting Equation 2.47 into Equation 2.46:
Kstep µ iter nT · ustep µ iter n = F step µ iter nint − Λstep µ iter (n+1) · P ext (2.48)
The counterpart of Equation 2.40 is now:
P step µ iter nunb = F
step µ iter n
int − P step µ iter nstr
⇒ F step µ iter nint = P step µ iter nunb − P step µ iter nstr (2.49)
P step µ iter nstr in equation 2.49 can be expressed as shown in Equation 2.45. This
means that Equation 2.49 can be simplified as follow:
F step µ iter nint = −Λstep µ iter nP ext − P step µ iter nunb (2.50)
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which substituted into Equation 2.48 leads to:
Kstep µ iter nT · ustep µ iter n = −
(
Λstep µ iter (n+1) − Λstep µ iter n)P ext
− P step µ iter nunb (2.51)
where:
λstep µ iter n = Λstep µ iter (n+1) − Λstep µ iter n (2.52)
The unknowns are both the displacement u and the applied load increment λ for
the iteration n at the load step µ. Application of Crisfield’s cylindrical arc length
method leads to the following constraint:
‖ustep µ iter n +U step µ iter n −U step µ iter 1‖2 = ∆l2 (2.53)
where ∆l has been previously fixed. Equation 2.52 and 2.53 give raise to a second
order algebraic equation, how it is possible to observe in Section 2.3.2.
2.4.3 Procedures for Follower Forces
In this subsection, the approach is specialized for the follower kind of forces. Here
the differences between the follower forces and the conservative forces are pointed
out. The unbalanced load is defined, as before, as the unbalance between the
internal forces the structure is capable to exert given a deformation p and the
external forces acting on the structure, see Equation 2.54.
P unb(p,Λ) = F ext(p,Λ)− F int(p) (2.54)
The array p represents the generalized coordinate array. Notice that, as before,
the external applied force contribution is split in a part depending on the load
level Λ, independent of the displacements, and a part purely dependent on the
displacement:
F ext(p,Λ) = ΛF nom(p) (2.55)
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Applying a Newton method to drive to zero all the components of the unbalanced
load (or residual), it proves useful to employ the usual notation step µ iter n. For
convenience, the following notation will also be used:
P step µ iter nunb = P unb
(
pstep µ iter n,Λstep µ iter n
)
(2.56)
Once an iterative process achieves convergence, a point in the static equilibrium
response is found, for a fixed value of the parameter Λ. Notice that, it may
happen (snap phenomena) that more than an equilibrium point exist for a given
value of Λ. Thus, to completely track the static response vs the load level, it is
necessary to fine tune the overall convergence procedure, i.e. the predictor has
to be properly chosen. Considering the nth iteration inside the generic µth load
step, a Newton step reads:
0 =
∂P unb(p,Λ)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
(p,Λ)step µ iter n
· ustep µ iter n+
+
∂P unb(p,Λ)
∂Λ
∣∣∣∣
(p,Λ)step µ iter n
· λstep µ iter n + P step µ iter nunb (2.57)
where the u and λ are used to define the increments in the nth iteration of the
coordinates p and load level Λ, as in the previous sections. Expanding the first
term on the right hand side of Equation 2.57,
∂P unb(p,Λ)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
(p,Λ)step µ iter n︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kstep µ iter nT
=
∂F int(p)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
pstepµ itern︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kstepµ iternST
− ∂F ext(p,Λ)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
(p,Λ)stepµ itern︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kstepµ iternF
(2.58)
where KT, KST and KF represent the global/system, structural and load tangent
matrix. Exploiting the differentiation is possible to obtain:
Kstepµ iternF = −Λstepµ itern
∂F nom(p)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
pstepµ itern
(2.59)
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Comparing this case with the one of conservative loads the KT is now given by
two different parts:
KT = KST +KF (2.60)
where KST = KE +KG.
For the derivative of the second term of the right hand side of Equation 2.57,
remembering the definition of the residual and the external forces, respectively
Equations.2.54 and 2.55, it holds:
∂P unb(p,Λ)
∂Λ
∣∣∣∣
(p,Λ)stepµ itern
= −F stepµ iternnom (2.61)
Equation 2.57 can be rearranged then as:
Kstep µ iter nT · ustep µ iter n = −λstep µ iter nF nom − P step µ iter nunb (2.62)
The here considered follower forces are consequence of a pressure, whose in-
tensity is regulated by the parameter Λ, thus, effects of geometry deformation are
closely tied with the different directions that the pressure actions have. It may
be then written that
F stepµ iternext = Λ
stepµ itern pnom D
(
pstepµ itern
)
(2.63)
where pnom represents the magnitude of the nominal pressure and D is an op-
portune operator which encompasses the directional effects of the geometry on
follower forces. In essence, the D operator represents the summation of the con-
tributions given by unitary pressure acting on each element. Being dependent on
p, the follower forces give a contribution KF to the tangent matrix (KT). This
is described in details in section 3.1.
Employing Eq.(2.62) and substituting the opportune relation for the external
forces, it holds that:
Kstepµ iternT · ustepµ itern = −λstepµ iternpnomD
(
pstepµ itern
)
+ P stepµ iternunb (2.64)
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Then the process for the Newton-Raphson method and the Arc Length method
are the same as described in the previous section.
2.5 Nonlinear Structural Model: Dynamic Anal-
ysis
In the case of dynamic analysis, the iterative framework presented above for the
static case could be easily extended, if in the unbalanced loads, or residual, the
inertial and damping terms are considered. Let us introduce here the generalized
coordinate array time derivatives p˙, p¨. In a continuous time setting, the residual
array is defined as
P unb(t) = M ¨p(t) +Cd ˙p(t) + F int(p(t))− F ext(p(t), t) (2.65)
where M is the so called mass matrix and Cd represents the structural damping
matrix.
The present computational capability employs different implicit time-integration
schemes, as the generalized energy-momentum, a method that encompasses differ-
ent schemes [14, 15, 13, 16, 17, 18], or also a popular composite algorithm [19, 20].
However, for the sake of simplicity, only Newmark’s approach is here reported.
The details and derivation for the other methods are straightforward, and could
be also found in the cited works. According to reference [21], the derivative array
p˙ and the array p evaluated at the generic time t+ ∆t could be approximate by:
t+∆tp˙ = tp˙+ (1− γ)∆t tp¨+ γ∆t t+∆tp¨ (2.66)
and
t+∆tp = tp+ ∆t tp˙+ (1− 2β)∆t
2
2
tp¨+ β∆t2 t+∆tp¨ (2.67)
In Equations 2.66 and 2.67, the notation tp means that the array p is evaluated at
time t. The two parameters β and γ define the inherent properties (stability, dis-
sipation and accuracy) of the method. A common choice that ensures stability (in
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linear cases), second order accuracy and does not introduce numerical dissipation
is the so called trapezoidal rule:
γ =
1
2
β =
1
4
(2.68)
It is worth to notice that the aforementioned properties of the scheme are assessed
with linear analysis, see, e.g., [22]. When applied to nonlinear cases, some un-
wanted results may be found: in literature different cases have been studied in
which theoretically stable time-integration schemes have failed when applied to
nonlinear dynamics, see for example [23, 24, 25, 13, 16].
If the status of the system is known at time t, an iterative process is established
to advanced the system to time t + ∆t. In order to obtain convergence for the
new status, the residual evaluated at time t + ∆t, or briefly t+∆tP unb, is driven
to zero through the Newton’s method. Considering a generic iteration n inside a
convergence process to state t+ ∆t, the residual is expressed as:
t+∆tP unb
itern = M t+∆tp¨itern +Cd
t+∆tp˙itern − t+∆tF extitern+
+ t+∆tF int
itern (2.69)
Notice that, t+∆tF ext
itern and t+∆tF int
itern have to be considered as:
t+∆tF ext
itern = F ext(
t+∆tpitern, t+ ∆t) (2.70)
t+∆tF int
itern = F int(
t+∆tpitern) (2.71)
A single Newton iteration reads:
0 = t+∆tP unb
itern +
t+∆t∂P unb
∂p
itern
· t+∆tustepµ itern (2.72)
where the symbolism
t+∆t∂P unb
∂p
itern
(2.73)
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indicates the tangent matrix evaluated at t+∆tpitern, and it holds:
t+∆t
pitern+1 =
t+∆t
pitern +
t+∆t
uitern (2.74)
As it could be noticed from the following equation, mass and damping matrix
give also a contribution to the tangent matrix now:
t+∆tKT
itern =
t+∆t∂P unb
∂p
itern
=
1
β∆t
(
1
∆t
M + γCd
)
−
t+∆t∂F ext
∂p
itern
+
t+∆t∂F int
∂p
itern
(2.75)
Assumption that the mass matrix M and damping matrix Cd are constant
throughout the iteration has been implicitly done in the above equation. If the
new symbolism is opportunely associated with the one employed in the previous
section, it could be inferred that contributions of the follower and internal forces
to the tangent matrix are derivated in the same way as for the static case.
The resolution of the following linear system is then required to complete each
iteration:
t+∆tKT
itern · t+∆tuitern = −t+∆tP unbitern (2.76)
If the new status satisfy appropriate convergence criteria, the system could be
finally advanced in time.
2.6 Nonlinear Aeroelastic Model
It is worth to study the situation in which real aerodynamic forces are applied in
the analysed configurations, in order to mimic the real loading conditions of the
wings and to point out the main differences with mechanical loads, this will be
illustrated in detail in chapter 6.
In the next sections the solution of the nonlinear aeroelastic equations are
considered with both the methods previous explained.
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2.6.1 Arc Length Procedure
The wings are subjected to aerodynamic loads, indicated with L. A reference
freestream velocity, V ref∞ , and air density ρ∞ are chosen. The correspondent dy-
namic pressure p refdyn =
1
2
ρ∞V ref∞
2
is then evaluated. The usual notation step µ iter n
is here used.
In nonlinear static analysis the load vector needs to be gradually applied to the
structure for both facilitating convergence and drawing the whole curve response
and this is practically achieved with the introduction of the load level Λ,as before,
which here represents the fraction of dynamic pressure (compared to a reference
assigned value) applied to the system (Λ = 1 means that the entire reference dy-
namic pressure has been considered in the calculation of the aerodynamic forces).
The analysis terminates when the entire reference dynamic pressure is applied.
U is the cumulative displacement vector, which is a vector whose entries are
the summation of the all the displacements that occurred at all the preceding
numerical evaluations. If the undeformed structure is provided with an angle of
attack (constant or variable twist) then there are aerodynamic forces even at the
very first iteration of the numerical procedure. This is taken into account by
defining U to be exactly a null vector only if there is no angle of attack (and
so no aerodynamic forces are present). If a given incidence is provided, then the
initial value of U must take into account this fact, so that the aerodynamic forces
are correctly computed.
At the beginning of the nth iteration of a certain load step µ the aerodynamic
loads are indicated with L stepµ iternstr . According the the employed formulation, it
could be demonstrated, [26], that these forces have the following expression:
Lstepµ iternstr = p
stepµ itern
dyn C ·U stepµ itern (2.77)
where C is an aerodynamic constant matrix (this matrix would be load step
dependent if the compressibility correction is added). U stepµ itern is the cumulative
displacement array at the beginning of the nth iteration. Similarly, pstepµ iterndyn
represents the dynamic pressure gradually applied to the system evaluated before
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iteration n is performed. Recalling the definition of the load level Λ, it is possible
to write:
pstepµ iterndyn = Λ
stepµ itern · p refdyn (2.78)
The unknowns are represented by the incremental displacement vector ustepµ itern
(which is referred to the coordinates at the beginning of the current iteration,
following the concept of Updated Lagrangian Formulation) and the load level
increment λstepµ iter (n). So the Equations 2.44 and 2.52 can be rewritten.
The aerodynamic loads written at the beginning (not at the end) of iteration
n can be deduced from Equations.(2.77) and (2.78):
Lstepµ iternstr = p
stepµ itern
dyn C ·U stepµ itern = Λstepµ itern · p refdyn C ·U stepµ itern (2.79)
The increment ∆Lstepµ iternstr of aerodynamic loads (on the structural mesh) from
the beginning of the nth iteration to its end is defined as:
∆Lstepµ iternstr = L
stepµ iter (n+1)
str −Lstepµ iternstr (2.80)
and is immediately deduced from Equations 2.77, 2.44 and 2.79:
∆Lstepµ iternstr = Λ
stepµ iter (n+1) · p refdyn C ·
(
U stepµ itern + ustepµ itern
)
− Λstepµ itern · p refdyn C ·U stepµ itern (2.81)
Equation 2.81 is expanded by adopting relation 2.52:
∆Lstepµ iternstr = Λ
stepµ itern · p refdyn C · ustepµ itern + p refdyn C ·
(
λstepµ itern · ustepµ itern)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2thorder term
+ λstepµ itern · p refdyn C ·U stepµ itern
(2.82)
The under braced term in Equation 2.82 represent second order terms, since the
product of the two (small) unknowns is involved. Equation 2.82 could be then
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rearranged as:
∆Lstepµ iternstr = −K stepµ iternA · ustepµ itern+
+ λstepµ itern · p refdyn C ·U stepµ itern +O(λ · |u|) (2.83)
where K stepµ iternA is a matrix which provides information on aerodynamic loads
change because of the deformation of the structure (at the first order). Thus, this
matrix is called aerodynamic tangent stiffness matrix. Its explicit definition is the
following:
K stepµ iternA = −Λstepµ itern · p refdyn C (2.84)
By definition the product between the structural tangent matrix K stepµ iternST and
the unknown incremental displacement vector ustepµ itern provides the difference
(evaluated at the first order) between the internal forces evaluated at the end of
iteration and the ones evaluated at the beginning of the same iteration:
F
stepµ iter (n+1)
int − F stepµ iternint = K stepµ iternST · ustepµ itern +O(|u|2) (2.85)
In order to seek a convergent status, the internal forces and the aerodynamic forces
should be coincident at the end of iteration (state n+ 1), that is L
stepµ iter (n+1)
str =
F
stepµ iter (n+1)
int . With reference to Eqs.(2.80), (2.83) and (2.85) it holds exactly
that:
Lstepµ iternstr −K stepµ iternA · ustepµ itern + λstepµ itern · p refdyn C ·U stepµ itern+
+O(λ · |u|) = F stepµ iternint +K stepµ iternST · ustepµ itern +O(|u|2) (2.86)
However, due to the nonlinearity of the problem and the particular formulation,
which retains the first order increments with the consequence that the aerody-
namic and internal forces at state n + 1 could only approximated as a linear
expansion in the increments u and λ around state n, the above relations is prac-
tical exploited omitting the higher order terms. Collecting the terms in Equation
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2.86, and neglecting the higher order terms, is possible to rewrite it as
(
K stepµ iternST +K
stepµ itern
A
)
· ustepµ itern = Lstepµ iternstr +
+ λstepµ itern · p refdyn C ·U stepµ itern − F stepµ iternint (2.87)
To elaborate Equation 2.87 it is convenient to introduce the definitions of unbal-
anced load P stepµ iternunb and aeroelastic or system tangent stiffness matrixK
stepµ itern
T :
P stepµ iternunb = L
stepµ itern
str − F stepµ iternint
K stepµ iternT = K
stepµ itern
ST +K
stepµ itern
A
(2.88)
Clearly, if the system is in equilibrium, then the aerodynamic forces Lstepµ iternstr
evaluated at the beginning of the nth iteration are equal to the internal forces
F stepµ iternint and the unbalanced load is zero. It should also be observed (see
its definition in Equation 2.88) that the aeroelastic tangent stiffness matrix has
contributions that come from both the structure and the aerodynamics.
Direct substitution of Equation 2.88 into Equation 2.87 leads to:
K stepµ iternT · ustepµ itern = λstepµ itern · p refdyn C ·U stepµ itern+
+ P stepµ iternunb (2.89)
As already stated, both ustepµ itern and the applied load fraction λstepµ itern are
unknowns in the arc length method. Different closing constraint equations could
be employed. For example, application of Crisfield’s cylindrical arc length method
[11] leads to the already cited constraint Equation 2.53. In the present approach
(Updated Lagrangian Formulation) the structural node location coordinates are
updated at the end of each iteration, how it is possible to see in Equation 2.43.
Using these quantities the internal forces are updated for the next iteration and,
therefore, the vector F
stepµ iter (n+1)
int is created. The cumulative displacement vec-
tor is also updated at each iteration through Equation 2.44. All this process is
repeated until a chosen convergence criterion is met.
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2.6.2 Newton-Raphson Procedure
The Newton-Raphson method could be easily derived from the previous deriva-
tions. The difference is that the load level is now only set at the beginning of each
load step and is not varying at each iteration within a load step). Using this fact
Equations.2.77 and 2.78 now read as follows:
L
stepµ iter (n+1)
str = p
stepµ
dyn C ·U stepµ iter (n+1) =
= pstepµdyn C ·
(
U stepµ itern + ustepµ itern
)
(2.90)
pstepµdyn = Λ
stepµ · p refdyn (2.91)
Equation 2.83 no longer contains the parameter λstepµ itern:
∆Lstepµ iternstr = −K stepµA · ustepµ itern (2.92)
and the aerodynamic tangent stiffness matrix is updated only at each load step
(earlier it was updated at each iteration, see Equation 2.84 and compare it with
Equation 2.93):
K stepµA = −Λstepµ · p refdyn C (2.93)
Finally, the linear system that is solved at each iteration becomes (compare the
conceptual differences between Equations 2.89 and 2.94):
K stepµ iternT · ustepµ itern = P stepµ iternunb (2.94)
and no constraint equation is needed.
2.6.3 About the Aeroelastic Tangent Matrix
The definition of the aeroelastic tangent matrix, in the framework of arc length
method, could be derived using the concept of residual. This is now presented in
detail starting from the theory of generic follower forces recalled in section 2.4.3.
Both the external aerodynamic loads L and the internal forces F int, due to
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the deformation of the structure, are a function of the cumulative displacement
U . Moreover, the aerodynamic loads are also a function of the load level Λ. The
residual R is defined as the difference between the aerodynamic loads and the
internal forces and is coincident to the unbalanced load P unb. If convergence has
been reached, the equilibrium is satisfied and the unbalanced load, or residual,
is zero. However, during the iterations this is not in general the case and the
residual or unbalanced load needs to be driven to zero.
In mathematical terms the residual or unbalanced load is the following:
R (U ,Λ) ≡ P unb (U ,Λ) = L(U ,Λ)− F int(U ) (2.95)
Following the previous discussion and Reference [26], the aerodynamic forces can
be written as
L(U ,Λ) = Λ · p refdyn ·C ·U (2.96)
Substituting Equation 2.96 into Equation 2.95:
P unb (U ,Λ) = Λ · p refdyn ·C ·U − F int(U) (2.97)
Assume that the starting state is identified by load step µ and iteration n and
that the goal is to drive to zero the unbalanced load evaluated at the subsequent
iteration. Then, a zero finding method, and in this case a Newton’s method, could
be applied leading to:
0 =
[
∂P unb (U ,Λ)
∂U
]stepµ itern (
U stepµ iter (n+1) −U stepµ itern
)
+
+
[
∂P unb (U ,Λ)
∂Λ
]stepµ itern (
Λstepµ iter (n+1) − Λstepµ itern)+
+ P stepµ iternunb (2.98)
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which is more conveniently rewritten as:
0 =
[
∂P unb (U ,Λ)
∂U
]stepµ itern
ustepµ itern+
+
[
∂P unb (U ,Λ)
∂Λ
]stepµ itern
λstepµ itern + P stepµ iternunb (2.99)
With [ ]stepµ itern it has to be intended that the derivatives are evaluated for U
and Λ relative to state n. The derivatives in Eq.(2.99) are calculated by using the
expression for the unbalanced load ( Eq.(2.97)):[
∂P unb (U ,Λ)
∂U
]stepµ itern
= Λstepµ itern · p refdyn ·C −
[
∂F int(U)
∂U
]stepµ itern
[
∂P unb (U ,Λ)
∂Λ
]stepµ itern
= p refdyn ·C ·U stepµ itern
(2.100)
The definitions of aerodynamic tangent matrix K stepµ iternA and structural tangent
matrix K stepµ iternST are now introduced:
− Λstepµ itern · p refdyn ·C = K stepµ iternA[
∂F int(U)
∂U
]stepµ itern
= K stepµ iternST
(2.101)
Substitution of Equation 2.101 into Equations.2.100 and 2.99 leads to:
0 = −
[
K stepµ iternA +K
stepµ itern
ST
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K stepµ iternT
ustepµ itern+
+ λstepµ itern · p refdynC ·U stepµ itern + P stepµ iternunb (2.102)
where K stepµ iternT is the aeroelastic tangent matrix obtained by adding the aero-
dynamic and structural contributions. It should be noted that Equation 2.102 is
identical to the formula earlier derived, see Equation 2.89.
Chapter 3
Follower Forces: a Static
Approach
It has been common practice, in order to more realistically describes the effects
of aerodynamic loads, to apply follower kind of loads, being this forces acting as
pressures, normally to the surface. Previous works investigated Joined-Wing con-
figurations and observed that snap-buckling instabilities could eventually occur.
However, in those analyses a non-follower (conservative) mechanical loading was
considered. Instead the present analysis will show how follower loading affects the
stability properties of Joined Wings.
For example: do follower loads enhance or alleviate eventual instability prob-
lems? Do follower loads change the typical patterns observed in snap-buckling
phenomena?
The snap buckling phenomena is still present but there is a different behavior,
in fact follower loading affects the stability properties of Joined Wings compared
with the case of conservative load.
In the next section, a detailed mathematical definition of the follower forces is
given. Then, the analyzed configurations in this work are described and results
of the analysis are presented.
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3.1 Mathematical definition of Follower Forces
Follower forces are used in order to more precisely describe the real effects of
aerodynamic loads, to apply follower type of loads, being this forces acting as
pressures normally to the surface, unlike conservative force that are always applied
in a fixed direction. Therefore the directions of these forces change during the
wing deformation, even if for the sake of simplicity the magnitude force is kept
constant. In the study of Joined Wing, Follower forces were not used in previous
experimental research, and therefore the loads were not representative of the real
behavior of joined-wing under more realistic loading conditions.
A follower force is a force which changes when a reference direction does.
In general both magnitude and direction can change. In the present work, the
magnitude is considered to be constant and the reference followed direction is
parallel the normal to an element vector.
Before further proceeding, the terms array and vector are differently used:
when referring to the Euclidean space the terminology vector is used, whereas,
referring to finite element degree of freedoms space the word array is employed.
Let us consider with f a follower load. For example, it could be the single
contribution, in array form, of a single finite element loaded with a pressure acting
on one of his faces. Due to the assumption of constant magnitude (the entity of the
pressure is not depending on the element normal) it is convenient to rewrite the
expression of the array by separating the magnitude and directional properties:
f = |f | f|f | = |f |︸︷︷︸
constant
n︸︷︷︸
unit array
(3.1)
The contribution KF see Section 2.4.3 to the tangent matrix due to the applied
follower force f can be written as:
KF = −∂f
∂p
= − |f | ∂n
∂p
(3.2)
where p represents the generalized coordinate array and ∂n
∂p is a matrix whose
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components are: [
∂n
∂p
]
ij
=
∂ni
∂pj
(3.3)
It is straightforward to include the contribution of the pressure acting on other
elements just adding them to the expression of f , Eq.(3.1). In Eq.(3.2) the array
representation is used, that is, n and p are arrays in the nodal degree of freedom
representation. On the other hand, for a intuitive treatise it is necessary to refer
to the element’s level, that is, to consider the cartesian vector representing the
generic normal to the element direction and the coordinate vector of the nodes
forming that element. In order to enhance clarity, the cartesian vector are always
indicated with an underscore. Fig. 3.1 shows a force, applied at node M2, whose
direction follows the normal vector relative to element m.
Figure 3.1: A generic follower force, applied at node M2, and following element m normal, km
˜.
The process of associating a cartesian vector applied to a node to his array
representation has to be formally defined: for the array n indicating the normal
to the element m direction applied at the generic node Ni, it could be written:
n = INiL
˜
km (3.4)
where L is a matrix that transforms the cartesian vector in an opportune array
in which also the rotational dofs are considered, and INi represents a matrix that
positions the array in the corresponding nodal array’s layout. It is also necessary
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to specify a relation between the array p and the position vector
˜
xMi relative to
the generic node Mi. Using the same formalism adopted in the writing of Eq.(3.4),
it can be inferred that
p← IMiL
˜
xMi (3.5)
where the symbol ← is used instead of the equality because not just the node Mi
contributes to form the array p (linear and rotational coordinates of all the nodes
are listed in it). It could be demonstrated that the matrix ∂n
∂p (see its use in the
definition of KF in Eq.(3.2)) can be calculated as follows:
∂n
∂p
= INiL
∂
˜
km
∂
˜
xMi
ITMi LT (3.6)
where matrix representation of
∂
˜
km
∂
˜
xMi is:[
∂
˜
km
∂
˜
xMi
]
rs
=
∂ (
˜
km •
˜
er)
∂ (
˜
xMi •
˜
es)
(3.7)
and
˜
er,
˜
es are the generic unit vectors directed along the rth and sth cartesian
components respectively. The evaluation of the term above is carried out at
element level.
Follower Forces at Element Level
Focus is on the generic element m and its normal vector,
˜
km. Consider also the
following unit vectors associated with this element, as depicted in Fig. 3.2:
˜
im = ˜
xM2 −
˜
xM1
|
˜
xM2 −
˜
xM1 | ˜
jm = ˜
xM3 −
˜
xM1
|
˜
xM3 −
˜
xM1|
where
˜
xM1 ,
˜
xM2 ,
˜
xM3 represent the coordinate vector of the nodes. The unit
normal vector of the element is then:
˜
km = ˜
im×
˜
jm∣∣˜im×
˜
jm
∣∣ (3.8)
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Figure 3.2: The generic element m, nodes M1,M2,M3, unit vectors im connecting nodes M1
and M2, jm connecting nodes M1 and M3, km normal to the plane.
In the following the subscript m is dropped for the sake of brevity. Consider the
derivative of k in respect of the sth component of coordinate vector of node Mi,
that is:
∂
˜
k
∂ (
˜
xMi •
˜
es)
=
∂
˜
k
∂xMis
(3.9)
where
˜
es represents the unit vector directed along the sth cartesian component.
By means of Eq.(3.8):
∂
˜
k
∂xMis
=
(
∂
˜
i
∂xMis
×
˜
j +
˜
i× ∂˜
j
∂xMis
) ∣∣˜i×
˜
j
∣∣−1 + (˜i×
˜
j
) [− ∣∣˜i×
˜
j
∣∣−2( ∂
∂xMis
∣∣˜i×
˜
j
∣∣)]
(3.10)
Using the fact that
˜
i and
˜
j are unit vectors and adopting some identities valid for
vectors, it is possible to demonstrate that:
∂
˜
k
∂xMis
= (
∂
˜
i
∂xMis
×
˜
j+
˜
i× ∂˜
j
∂xMis
)
∣∣˜i×
˜
j
∣∣−1 + (˜i×˜j) (˜i • ˜j)∣∣˜i×
˜
j
∣∣3
(
∂
˜
i
∂xMis ˜
j +
˜
i
∂
˜
j
∂xMis
)
(3.11)
The derivatives of the unit vectors
˜
i and
˜
j can be shown to have the following
expressions: (see Appendix B):
∂
˜
i
∂xMis
= − δ1i − δ2i|
˜
xM2 −
˜
xM1| [es − (˜i • es)˜i] (3.12)
and
∂
˜
j
∂xMis
= − δ1i − δ2i|
˜
xM3 −
˜
xM1 |
[
es −
(
˜
j • es
)
˜
j
]
(3.13)
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where δ is Kronecker’s delta operator. At this point, Eq.(3.11) is totally defined
in terms of
˜
i and
˜
j. By means of Eq.(3.6), the contribution of the following forces
to the tangent matrix, Eq.(3.2), is completely defined.
3.2 Description of Analyzed Configurations
In this work, one main geometrical configuration is used: it consists in a Joined
Wing which presents a swept-back lower wing and a swept-forward upper wing.
The dimensions are depicted in Fig.6.3 and the joint height b is opportunely varied,
according to the needs of the analyses. In all cases the thickness is held constant
y
z
x
a
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a
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C
C
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a = 50mm
C = cantilevered
Thickness = 1mm
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d = 3ae = 4
5
a
f = 2a
P2
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Figure 3.3: Swept Baseline configuration.
for both the wings and the joint, and is equal to 1 mm. In the present work
there are different configurations analysed and the adopted material changes from
case to case. However, both isotropic and composite (anisotropic) materials are
considered, and, different ones may be used for different parts of the model. All
the configurations present a combination of geometry/material that changes from
case to case.
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Case ID Wing
Young’s modulus Ratio
E · 107[ Kg
mm·s2 ] E
r = E
LW
EUW
SREF
Upper 6.9
1
Lower 6.9
SISO6
Upper 2.2
5.6
Lower 12.4
SISO8
Upper 2.0
6.3
Lower 12.6
Table 3.1: Feautures and names for the different isotropic configurations, in these configura-
tions b = 40mm.
In the isotropic case three main configurations are used, the SREF configura-
tion is made by a typical Aluminium, featuring Density ρREF = 2.7 · 10−6
[
Kg
mm3
]
,
Young’s modulus EREF = 6.9 · 107
[
Kg
mm·s2
]
and Poisson’s ratio νREF = 0.33. The
shear modulus is calculated from the well known relation GREF =
EREF
2(1+νREF)
. In the
other cases all the features are the same except for the different Young’s modulus
E between the upper and the lower wing, this is shown in Table 3.1.
In the anisotropic case the configurations in Table 3.2 are used. For each case
the lower wing is made of the reference isotropic material, whereas the upper
wing is made with a single ply. The material used for the upper wing presents
EUW1 = 8.5 · 107
[
Kg
mm·s2
]
, EUW2 = 0.66 · 107
[
Kg
mm·s2
]
, GUW12 = 0.56 · 107
[
Kg
mm·s2
]
,
νUW12 = 0.28. The fibers’ angle is measured starting from the upper wing’s local
coordinate system xUW , see Fig.3.4. The different cases are depicted in Table3.2,
where Dr22 in the fourth column is the ratio of the bending stiffnesses (lower to
upper wing), that in this case is a better choice to identify when the instability
occurs, how it is possible to see in [27].
In this analysis the loading conditions are represented by a follower pressure
acting along the surface’s normal or by a nonfollower (or conservative) vertical
pressure (direction +z, see Fig.6.3). This last case is used to verify the effects
of the follower type of forces. In both cases the pressure is applied to both the
upper and lower wing surfaces (the joint is unloaded). The pressure of pnom =
0.55125 [ Kg
mm·s2 ] is selected as reference value and corresponds to a dynamic pressure
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Figure 3.4: Swept anisotropic configuration.
relative to a speed of v∞ = 30 [m/s].
3.2.1 Effects on Critical Load
The layout configuration SREF, previously described, is now considered with a
joint height of b = 40mm, which is equivalent to say b = 4
5
a (see Fig.6.3). As
previously described, the entity of the nominal pressure is pnom = 0.55125 [
Kg
mm·s2 ],
and two cases are considered: in the first one the pressure always acts along
the vertical direction +z (non-follower or conservative loading), in the second
case the pressure actions are directed along the normal to the surface direction,
follower loading. The first loading case was already studied in [5, 27], and a
snap-buckling instability was observed, like the one explained in section2.1. How
the system behavior changes in the presence of follower loading is depicted in
Figs.3.5 and 3.6. The vertical displacement of the lower wing tip (P1 in Fig.6.3)
and upper wing midspan point (P2 in Fig.6.3) are chosen.
As shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, in the case of follower loading, the snap oc-
currence is anticipated to a lower load level and to smaller deformations. The
configurations at snap are superimposed and depicted in Fig.3.7. In the case of
follower loads, the snap occurs approximately at a load level of Λ = 0.42, where
for the non-follower load case the instability occurs at Λ = 0.47. It could be
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Case ID Wing
Orientation: Angle Ratio
measured from xUW (x) Dr22 =
DLW22
DUW22
SANISP1 Upper −11.3◦(0◦) 10.71
SANISP3 Upper 48.7◦(60◦) 2.22
SANISP4 Upper 53.7◦(65◦) 1.80
SANISP8 Upper −56.3◦(−45◦) 1.64
SANISP10 Upper 88.7◦(−80◦) 0.91
SANISP11 Upper 83.7◦(−85◦) 0.92
SANISP12 Upper −41.3◦(−30◦) 3.13
SANISP16 Upper −61.3◦(−50◦) 1.39
SANISP18 Upper −46.3◦(−35◦) 2.47
Table 3.2: Feautures and names for the different anisotropic configurations. In parenthesis the
fiber’ angle is referred to the global coordinate system x-axis.
observed that the deformed configurations show very similar patterns.
It may be concluded that follower loads anticipate the instability occurrence
both in terms of load level and deformations, ie with the same load level it can
be observed that there are larger displacements (UZ) in the case of follower load
in comparison with the case of conservative load.
3.2.2 Follower loads and snap-buckling region
From direct observation of the results earlier presented, it is a logical consequence
to expect that a configuration not showing any instability phenomenon when
loaded with non-follower forces may undergo snap-buckling when the loading is of
a follower type. In other words, it is expected that the follower loading promotes
the onset of instability, not just anticipating the critical load if an instability was
also observed in the non-follower loading case, but also provoking it if instability
was not observed in the non-follower loading case.
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Figure 3.5: SREF configuration: load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz
of lower wing tip point P1 for joined-wing layout featuring b = 40 mm loaded with nonfollower
and follower forces.
SBR for joint height
In previous works [5], the distance between the upper and lower wings has been
increased because it is well known that increasing that distance the aerodynamic
performances of PrandtlPlane Joined Wing can improve; this has been demon-
strated by Prandtl in [3]. So different configurations have been studied with
different joint’s height b (Fig.3.9) and the the conservative load has been applied
varying the parameter Λ, see Fig.3.10. It is possible to observe that starting
from a certain value of b, the buckling no longer occurs. Looking more in depth it
can be inferred that there is a range of joint’s heights where the response shows
a typical softening region followed by an unstable branch and then again there
is a stiffening region. The first configuration, which does not show any buckling
is for b = 69 mm, and the load-displacement curve corresponding to this con-
figuration is called the Upper Limit Snap Buckling Region (ULSBR) Fig.(3.11).
In general for this configuration the softening branch is immediately followed by
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Figure 3.6: SREF configuration: load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz
of lower wing tip point P2 for joined-wing layout featuring b = 40 mm loaded with nonfollower
and follower forces.
the stiffening branch, without any snap occurring in between. Similarly, for a
configuration with joint’s height smaller than the Joint1, it can be shown that
also here buckling does not occur. This case is called Lower Limit Snap Buckling
Region (LLSBR). Summarizing, the region where the response is showing a snap
is bounded by the ULSBR and LLSBR curves, this region is the so called Snap
Buckling Region (Fig.3.11). Instead, in the case of follower forces, applied on the
same configurations, the SBR region seems to be unbounded, see Fig. 3.12. The
implications of this result is that, when a follower load type is considered on that
particular geometry, increasing the joint height does have beneficial effects but
the snap occurrence is never avoided.
In particular if a swept joined-wing layout featuring a joint height of b = 80 mm
is considered, and the same nominal force per unit area pnom is acting on the (lower
side of the) structure. If the forces are considered to be of non-follower type, the
response undergoes a stiffening effect and no instability occurs, how it is shown in
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the configurations at impending snap-buckling for the non-follower
and follower loading cases.
Fig.3.8. On the contrary, for the follower loading case, snap-buckling is observed.
This reinforces the negative effects of follower loading in terms of stability of
Joined Wings.
SBR for the anisotropic case
In this section the cases in Table 3.2 are considered, in these cases the lower
wing is assumed to be made of the same isotropic material used for the reference
configuration and the upper wing is composed of a single lamina. In previous
works [27], the conservative load has been applied and it is possible to see that
not all of the configurations reported in Table 3.2 experience buckling. It is
possible to identify two subregions which do not present symmetry respect to the
zero angle, see Fig.3.13.
The simulations are here repeated using follower loading. The results are re-
ported in Fig.3.14. As it could be inferred, now the SBR extends to all the space of
the angle of lamination. Or, alternatively, there is snap-buckling phenomenon for
each possible configuration. It is possible to see again that the follower forces, that
represent a more realistic load for Joined Wing, promotes the onset of instability.
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Figure 3.8: Load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz of lower wing’s tip
point P1 for a joined-wing layout featuring b = 80mm loaded with conservative and follower
forces. It could be observed how the snap-buckling instability is not present for the non-follower
loading case.
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Figure 3.9: Different configurations obtained varying the joint’s height b.
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Figure 3.10: Different configurations obtained varying the joint’s height b in the case of con-
servative forces.
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Figure 3.11: Different configurations obtained varying the joint’s height b.
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Figure 3.12: Load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz of lower wing tip
point P1 for joined-wing layouts loaded with follower forces and featuring different values of joint
height. It could be observed that, contrary to the case of non-follower forces, snap-buckling is
always present in the limit of higher joints.
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Figure 3.13: SBR for configurations with different orientation of the upper wing’s fibers, loaded
with conservative forces. Only configurations in the SBR experience buckling.
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Figure 3.14: SBR for configurations with different orientation of the upper wing’s fibers, loaded
with follower forces.All the configurations experience buckling, there is an unique SBR region.
Chapter 4
Snap-Buckling with a Dynamic
Approach
In previous sections snap-buckling has been examined only from a static analysis
perspective, but the snap phenomena is inherently a dynamic event, it could be
interesting to closely follow the dynamic response involved in a snap-buckling
occurrence, rather than relying on static configurations immediately preceding
and following it. This work will consider this issue and the difference between
static approach and the more precise dynamic analysis will be pointed out. In
past works a similar numerical experiment has been carried out on a cylindrical
shell in [18], in which a dynamic analysis confirmed the reliability of the static
approach in predicting a snap-buckling. This work shows that, starting with a
Non Linear Static analysis, could be a good idea to understand the general trend
of a physical phenomenon. Then the results achieved with this kind of analysis
can be used like a starting point for further dynamic analysis. In the following
sections, the characteristic times of force application have been chosen in order
to simulate a quasi-static application, and thus, re-track the static response with
the dynamic response as close as possible.
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4.1 Description of Analyzed Configurations
In these dynamic analyses the same configuration SREF, SISO6 and SISO8 pre-
viously described, are used (see section 3.2). Two different kind of analyses are
made. First, a quasi-static analysis with the use of conservative load is performed,
in order to see if this analysis tracks with a similar trend the results obtained with
the static analysis.
Second, the branch jumping phenomenon is studied. In this case the loading
conditions are obtained with a superposition of a fraction of the nominal static
load and a portion (varying in time) of a perturbing force. The perturbing loads
are forces per unit of length applied to the points lying on the mid-section of the
upper wing in the undeformed configuration. The entity of the perturbing forces
is specified analysis by analysis.
4.2 Quasi-static analysis with conservative loads
In this study SREF configuration, see Section 3.2, is first considered. In Fig.3.5
the response for the static case is shown. Now a dynamic analysis is considered for
the same configuration SREF. The load level represented by Λ = 0.6 is dynam-
ically obtained with a linear ramp-type of time law, i.e. the load Λ is increased
from Λ = 0 to Λ = 0.6 in a linear way to reach point D. Then, after 2 seconds
in which the load is kept constant, the load is now decreased with a linear law
and, finally, the load is maintained zero for 2 additional seconds, the simulation
is conducted for a total of 8 seconds. In Fig.4.1, the dynamic plot is reported,
where the static response (obtained from Fig.3.5) is also superimposed.
In the loading phase, i.e., growing of the value of Λ in time, it is possible to
note that the snap-buckling occurs as a dynamic phenomenon between the points
A and D. This corresponding states on the static response curve are represented
by B and C (see Fig.4.1). During the dynamic phase in which the load is kept
costant, it is possible to observe that a structural damping factor has been applied
to the model (for further elucidations see the following section).
In the unloading phase, i.e.,decreasing of the value of Λ in time, it is also
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possible to note a snap (states F and G in Fig.4.1). However, this snap is not the
same snap (in reverse direction) seen in the loading phase and occurs at lower load
level Λ, in fact decreasing the load under the value of ΛB (Fig.4.1) the jump occurs
at the lower load level ΛF and the configuration goes again in the first stable
branch. From Fig.4.1 it can also be observed that after the load is completely
removed the displacements returns to zero with a convergent (consequence of the
structural damping) oscillatory pattern.
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Figure 4.1: Transient quasi-static response of point P1 at the tip of the lower wing for SREF
configuration. In the graph the load application is also depicted. the curve is superimposed to
the static equilibrium curve (broken red line).
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The same process is then repeated for configuration SISO6. The static re-
sponse was already studied in [6]. In this case, however, the load level is increased
till Λ = 0.8.
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Figure 4.2: Transient quasi-static response of point P1 at the tip of the lower wing for SISO6
configuration. In the graph the load application is also depicted. the curve is superimposed to
the static equilibrium curve (broken red line).
It is possible to observe (see Fig.4.2) that dynamic and static analyses are
consistent with each other. Again, it should be observed that the snap during the
loading phase (states B −C) is not the same snap of the unloading phase (states
F −G).
Finally, it is possible to conclude that the static analysis could be used as a
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valuable tool for describing a inherently dynamic phenomenon such as the snap-
buckling, because the dynamic analysis, here made, faithfully follows the static
one.
4.2.1 Damping matrix
In dynamic analysis of structures damping plays an important role. If a damping
coefficient is not introduced, the inertia effect will never vanish and the oscillations
go on forever. Here this is accomplished using Rayleigh damping approach, see,
e.g. [28]. That is, the damping matrix Cd is chosen to be a linear combination of
the mass and the tangent matrix.
Cd = αM + βKT (4.1)
It is worth to notice that structural properties change during the nonlinear sim-
ulation, thus, in order to be more precise the damping matrix is suggested to be
frequently updated, especially when the structure consistently changes its stiff-
ness properties. In the present and in the following analyses, this is done at the
beginning and the end of the descending ramp (see Fig.4.1). Hence the use of
Damping factor in this work is just to avoid strong inertial oscillation that would
be detrimental when interpreting the outcome of the superimposed of this and
the static curve.
4.3 Branch-Jumping
In this section, it will be pointed out how a dynamic nonlinear analysis reveals
hidden dangers related to the bi-stable property of the system. In order to state
that, a full post-critical nonlinear static analysis is necessary for Joined Wings,
even if the structure is designed to operate in conditions far from the one relative
to the critical load (ΛCR).
The terminology branch-jumping used here refers to the fact that the sys-
tem could start from an equilibrium configuration on a branch (denoted as main
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branch), and, given a vanishing dynamic perturbation, may, after a transient
has elapsed, find a static equilibrium on another branch, denoted as post critical
branch, how it is shown in Fig.2.1, the jump is from the stable branch E − A to
the other stable branch D −B.
4.3.1 Branch-jumping for conservative loading
SREF configuration is considered, and a load level Λ = 0.46 is applied to this
configuration, as shown in Fig.4.3. For this particular condition it could be in-
ferred, that there are three static equilibrium configurations for that load. How it
is possible to see in the Fig.4.3, the state indicated with B is an unstable one, for
this reason, it will be not observable, whereas the states A and C are both stable.
So it is possible to state that for this particular choice of Λ = 0.46, the system is
bi-stable.
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Figure 4.3: Load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz of lower wing tip
point P1 for joined-wing layout SREF featuring b = 40mm when loaded with conservative
forces.
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Assume now that the configuration is in its static equilibrium in the main
branch (state A) and suppose that a vanishing perturbing force is applied. For the
purposes of analysis, this perturbation is considered to be a force uniformly applied
to the mid-span station of the upper wing, directed downward, and reaching a
nominal entity of 1820 [Kg ·mm · s−1]. This force corresponds to approximately
14% of the overall force acting on the wings in the equilibrium configuration
A. The time law of the disturbance is shown in Fig.4.4. If Λpert represents the
+
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0.46
1
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0.1 0.2
+
Figure 4.4: Application of the perturbation to the steady state and time evolution.
analogous of Λ, but for the nominal perturbing force, the disturbance is linearly
increased to his nominal value in 0.1 seconds, and then linearly decreased until
it vanishes, at 0.2 seconds (the disturbance is globally applied for 0.2 sec). The
response is studied for the necessary time needed to reach any stable equilibrium
point, the damping factor is always considered in these simulations.
Notice that generally, from a mathematical point of view, it is not immediate
to assess if a system when perturbed, has a vanishing transient and then settles to
a static equilibrium point. A physical and practical approach has been preferred
instead of a mathematical rigorous study which goes beyond the scope of this work.
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Thus, physical sense suggests that finite perturbation would lead to vanishing
transient (when damping is applied) even if the applied force are of follower type.
In order for the oscillations to vanish, a structural viscous damping is consid-
ered, according with the Rayleigh method [29]. The associated damping matrix is
evaluated as a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices, see Section
4.2.1. It is worth to notice that structural properties change during the simu-
lation, thus, in order to be more precise it is suggested to update the damping
matrix. For the sake of simplicity, the matrix remains constant to the initial value,
defined at stage A in the following simulations. This choice has been done in order
to better correlate the results of the present computational capability with the
outcome of the commercial software ADINA/NX NASTRAN, which does present
an update capability only through several restarts of the simulation. To further
support the adopted procedure, the purpose of the damping introduced here is
just to reach a steady state, not to simulate the real damping of the structure.
Output of the analysis is shown in Fig.4.5. As it could be seen, after a brief
transient, the configurations does not return to the initial state, state A in the
main branch, but finds an equilibrium point in the state C, which is on the post-
critical branch. Fig.4.6 summarizes the branch jumping, showing also the states
A and C on the static response curve.
An analogy with the case shown in Fig.4.7, from [30, 31], may be useful to bet-
ter understand this phenomenon. Two simple dynamical systems are considered,
in which a ball is constrained to move on a bowl and gravity is acting. For the
first case on the left, there is only one equilibrium point (also called fixed points
in dynamical systems terminology). As a consequences, if the ball is at rest at
point A and a perturbation is acting, for example a vanishing force is applied
or an initial velocity is given, the ball will follow a transient and, if damping is
acting, it will slowly approach the same point of equilibrium A. The phase space
of this system is also depicted: it could be inferred that for every possible couple
of initial speed and position on the bowl the system will find its equilibrium in A.
In general, any possible perturbation of the in the speed given to the equilibrium
position A will not change the final equilibrium position. Considering joined-wing
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Figure 4.5: Transient response for point P1 at the tip of the lower wing: time versus displace-
ment when the perturbation is applied.
systems, ideally, the situation above could be conceptually associated to all the
cases outside the bi-stable region, i.e., in which Λ > ΛCR and Λ < ΛPCR, as also
shown in Fig.4.8. Now to show this fact, the same layout SREF is considered,
but, two different equilibrium configurations (correspondent to state D and E
in Fig.4.8) outside the bi-stable region are considered as starting states. The
same choices for perturbation loads are here adopted: a downforce distribution
uniformly applied in the physical points that were on the mid-span of the upper
wing in the undeformed configuration is considered. The time evolution of this
force is the same as explained in the previous example. The nominal magnitude
of the global perturbing force is now set to be the 20% of the overall conservative
load acting before the perturbation is applied. For the sake of brevity, the re-
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Figure 4.7: Two examples of dynamic system with one and two stable equilibrium points.
sponses are depicted in the same Fig.4.8. It can be stated that in this case there
is only a configuration of stable equilibrium, because how it is depicted in Fig.4.8
the configuration is in the point E. When the transients vanish the equilibrium
configurations are the same as the ones before the perturbation is applied.
Consider now again the dynamic system depicted in Fig.4.7, but turn the
attention to the second case, on the right side. The states A and C at the
bottom of the bowl, and B on the crest, are static equilibrium positions. If
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Figure 4.8: Load parameter Λ versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz of lower wing’s tip
point P1 for joined-wing layout SREF featuring b = 40mm loaded with conservative forces. The
bi-stable region, for which ΛPCR < Λ < ΛCR is highlighted.
the ball is in equilibrium in state A, and a perturbation in terms of velocity (or
vanishing force as well) is given, the ball may end up to the point C. Point B
represents an unstable equilibrium configuration thus, no equilibrium would be
physically observable. Given this, the system could be considered bi-stable. The
correspondent phase space is also depicted, and it could be inferred that, given a
speed and a position of the ball, the final equilibrium status would be either A or
C. As before, damping is necessary to finally reach an equilibrium point, although,
in this case, its value would affect which one between A and C. This picture could
be conceptually associated to the SREF configuration in equilibrium at a generic
load fraction such that ΛPCR < Λ < ΛCR when a perturbation is applied, as for
example the case studied above and shown in Fig.4.5. As already stated, a final
word of the correctness of this association may be given only from a more detailed
mathematical analysis.
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It could be inferred then that equilibrium points in the bi-stable region (as A or
C) are characterized by conditional stability: if a finite opportune perturbation is
applied, the jump-branching could be triggered. However, it would be misleading
to think that point A has a small margin (weak, in the sense that a small although
finite perturbation will change the equilibrium point) of stability just because it is
close to the critical point. Or, alternatively, it may be deceptive to think that the
stability properties are related to how far the equilibrium state is from the critical
point. To asses that, another configuration is chosen, showing a post-buckling
stable branch which starts from a much lower load level (the second critical point,
ΛPCR) compared to the fraction of load corresponding to the critical point (ΛCR).
The configuration SISO6, introduced in 3.2, shows these properties.
As for the previous example, the initial configuration is assumed to be at rest
at state A (refer to Fig.4.9), corresponding now to a fraction load of Λ = 0.5. The
perturbation is applied as done before, however, in this case, the nominal value
of the disturbance force is even smaller, namely 805 [Kg ·mm · s−1], representing
less than 6% of the global force acting on the wing at stage A. The dynamic
response is depicted in Fig.4.10, and a recapitulatory drawing is given in Fig.4.11.
It could be well noticed the transition from the main branch stable state A to the
stable postcritical one C. Compared to the previous case, this transition occurs
for load level consistently smaller than the critical load level ΛCR. This analysis
suggests that it could not be a priori safe to design the configuration just relying
on a pre-critical nonlinear analysis and choosing the operative condition to be far
from the critical point.
In the analyses showed above, the nature of the perturbation was chosen ad hoc
to be as simple as possible and to favour the deformed configuration in the post-
critical branch (state C). However, there exist an infinite number of choices that
will promote this instability, especially because the perturbation could be applied
at different points in the structure, could have a varying spatial magnitude, and
could also have a time evolution. Considering this broad scenario, it is difficult
to identify all the possible perturbations that may lead to such branch-jumping,
especially recalling the strong nonlinear behaviour of the system which, somehow,
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tip point P1 for joined-wing layout SISO6, featuring b = 40mm, and loaded with conservative
(nonfollower) forces.
undermines classical approaches.
In conclusion, if a snap-buckling phenomenon has to be avoided two strategies
seem to be the most reasonable. First option is to have an operative static point
A on a load level smaller than the second critical point, that is the critical point
in the post-critical branch. Equivalently, with reference to Figs. 4.8 and 4.9,
Λ < ΛPCR. In such a case, as the perturbation vanishes, the configuration will
approach again the starting equilibrium point in the main branch. Second option
is to design a snap-free structure when static response is studied. Notice that,
for both cases, a nonlinear postbuckling analysis is necessary. To track all the
response it may be necessary to continue the analyses also for large displacements
(well larger than the ones the structure could actually carry) regions.
This concept could be ideally carried over a more realistic joined-wing con-
figuration scenario. In fact, jumps and snaps could be hardly accepted in any
aeronautical design, and thus must be avoided at all costs. If it is true that design
of an aircraft is a tremendously complex and multidisciplinary task, the aerody-
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placement when the perturbation is applied.
namic loads have to be evaluated for trimmed configurations which, on their own,
depend on multi factors variable in time and situation (fuel and pay loads for
example), it is, nevertheless, possible to associate the load level Λ defined above
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to a fraction of the actual-to-reference speed. Thus, the concepts discussed above
can still hold. For this case more than the one before, it is very difficult and
impractical to assess the level of stability in relation to all the possible perturba-
tions. The most intuitive and simplest design should then avoid snap-buckling at
all in the static response analyses, or to design the flight envelope for load situa-
tions (speed) which are very far from the ones corresponding to the post-critical
point (if any). In both cases, as already observed, it is necessary to evaluate the
response with a nonlinear postcritical analysis.
Summarizing, the concept above presented reinforces the difficulties of a con-
ceptual/preliminary design of joined-wing configurations. Not only could linear
analysis tools be strongly nonconservative, recommending the employment of ex-
pensive nonlinear tools, see [5, 32]. But it is also suggested that, for static analysis
the post-critical branch should be pursued in order to assess the existence of dif-
ferent static equilibrium points for the same load level (speed). Actually, the
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situation is much more complex if aerodynamic loads are considered. Nonlinear
dynamic aeroelastic phenomena as limit cycle oscillation could arise, and this is
not easily observable nor predictable from a static analysis, able only to predict
static equilibrium conditions.
4.3.2 Branch-jumping for follower loading
So far, all the analyses and all the results have been carried out when conservative
loading was applied. In the following section, a similar procedure is adopted in
the case of follower loads. It was already pointed out that, in order to characterize
more appropriately the global stability characteristics a deep mathematical ap-
proach should be pursued. However, in this work, a physical and practical point
of view is adopted. Thus, the results of the investigations of branch-jumping will
suggest the same picture discussed above for the conservative case, but could not
depict the complete scenario.
In the previous section effects of follower loading on the static response sug-
gested that it is more complicated to obtain a snap-free response. In the optic
of branch-jumping, this means that systems without bi-stable regions are more
difficult to be designed, with all the consequences that this carries.
First, the configuration SREF is considered and follower loads are applied.
The static response, was already studied in section3.2.1 and depicted in Fig.3.5.
This time starting from the configuration relative to Λ = 0.4, a perturbation
is applied. The perturbation follows the same indications as in all the previous
analysis. Its magnitude reads 1680 [kg ·mm ·s−1], and it is directed in the negative
z-direction. It is not immediate to normalize this magnitude with the forces acting
at stage A: for example it is possible to find a perturbing pressure dividing the
perturbing force for the wing planform surface, and then normalizing this pressure
to the pressure acting on the wings (0.4 · pnom). In this way, the perturbation
actions are 15% of load applied at state A. The transient response is showed in
Fig.4.12.
Similar investigation is also reported for the SISO6 case, in Fig.4.13 is shown
the static response. For this particular case, using the normalization presented
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Figure 4.12: Transient response for point P1 at the tip of the lower wing: time versus dis-
placement when the perturbation is applied.
above, the perturbation amounts to 6% of the acting load, and, as showed in
Fig.4.14, it is sufficient to create the branch-jumping.
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point P1 for joined-wing layout SISO6 loaded with follower forces.
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4.4 Considerations about the Snap Phenomena
In this work it has been pointed out that there is the possibility of a configura-
tion loaded with an under-critical load to find an equilibrium status pertaining the
post-critical branch. The consequences of this possibility could have a very impor-
tant impact on the design of joined-wing configurations. In fact, a buckling-free
design in which the critical load is considerably larger than the operative loads
may not be sufficient to prevent the occurrence of such kind of instability, as
clearly shown in the previous sections. Thus it is advisable to pursue a snap-
free response in order to avoid these problems. In this section, the nature of the
physical system is analyzed from a dynamic system perspective.
4.4.1 Load level and saddle-node bifurcation
If the problem is seen from a dynamical system perspective, the load level could be
thought as a parameter. Considering for example the SISO6 configuration loaded
with conservative forces, if the the load level is varied, an interesting fact happens
to the static equilibrium points (fixed points). How it is possible to observe in
Fig.4.15, for Λ < ΛPCR the fixed point changes its position in the multidimensional
space (where each dimension could be thought as a single degree of freedom of
the system) When Λ = ΛPCR, a saddle-point bifurcation occurs: a new distinct
fixed point originates (look for example at the points BC ). The previous fixed
points A continues to exist, changing its position. If the load level is increased,
this new fixed point separates in two distinct fixed points, one unstable, B, and
the other stable, C. As A, they evolve and change their position when Λ is varied.
However, in the limit that Λ approaches the critical value ΛCR, points A and
B get closer, until, exactly when Λ = ΛCR they are coincident and annihilates.
This represents a further saddle node bifurcation. For larger load levels, only the
fixed point C exist. Thus, when Λ = ΛCR or Λ = ΛPCR there is a topological
change in the space phase of the system. This is exactly what is involved in a
bifurcation. Notice that, the concept above is actually true for the curve in the
multidimensional space consisting of all the degree of freedom, thus it is true also
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for every projection in smaller dimensional space, e.g. the vertical displacement
of the point P1.
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there is a saddle-node bifurcation.
The stability of the fixed points on the branch has been suggested by physical
considerations, outcome of the simulations (dynamic simulation with a perturba-
tion) or also evaluating the sign of eigenvalues of the Jacobian (tangent matrix).
4.4.2 Joint height and saddle-node bifurcation
The concept of SBR is closely tied to the concept of bi-stability, being the region of
the values of the parameter for which the configuration is showing a snap-buckling
phenomenon (considering all the values of the load level). Obviously, this region
changes when other parameters are varied. Generally speaking, the snap phe-
nomenon is of a on/off kind, thus there will exist some borderline configurations
for which a small defect may lead to the opposite expected behavior.
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Let the joint height be considered as parameter, and thus refer to Figs.3.10
and 3.11. An analogous plot as Fig.4.15 could be depicted, where on the y-axis
the joint height is reported (Λ is now fixed). Actually, it is more meaningful
to be able to consider both the joint height and load level as parameters, and
draw the so called stability diagram (see [30]), in which the different behaviours
(region of the bi-stability) are plotted in the parameter space. The outcome is
depicted in Fig.4.16. The region enclosed by the two limit curves contains the
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3 fixed-points
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(bi-stable)
1 fixed-point
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Figure 4.16: Two-parameter bifurcation diagram in the joint height-load level (b, Λ) parameter
space. The region enclosed represents a bi-stability region.
set of parameters for which the system shows bi-stability (3 fixed-points region
in Fig.4.16). The mono-stable situations are all the points outside the region.
From a practical point of view, if the joint height fall inside the SBR, then the
maximum allowed load level has to be under the lower limiting curve.
Close inspection the extrema of the region of bi-stability, suggest the presence
of cusp points. Further analyses are needed to verify their real nature. A three
dimensional visualization of the load level, joint height and vertical displacement
of point P1 gives the pictorial representation of the so called cusp-catastrophe
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(provided the extrema points are cusp-points) Fig.4.17 represents the surface in
the parameters space. Summarizing the results, manufacturing imperfections,
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Figure 4.17: Cusp catastrophe. Load level, joint height and vertical displacement of wing’s
tip.
in this case relative to the joint height, may cause a topological change from
mono-stability to a bi-stability. Thus, the response expected in theory may be
contradicted, leading to catastrophical consequences.
4.4.3 Stiffness parameter and saddle-node bifurcation
If the joint height is kept fixed, and the stiffness ratio of the upper and lower
wing is varied, the same bifurcation problems noticed above take place. For
instance, referring to Fig.4.18, it may be understood how, for a fixed value of the
load level, bifurcation may arise when the upper-to-lower wing stiffness ratio is
varied. Fig.4.18 shows how the typical snap-buckling response disappears when
the stiffness ratio parameter approaches a critical value, in this case Er = 6.3. In
previous works [6], it was thus assumed that, for larger Er the bi-stable region
was disappearing, being this compatible with the so far explored scenarios.
However, this is not the case after more thorough investigations, accompa-
nied by physical consideration regarding the abrupt disappearing of the unstable
branches, led to the discovery of an isola branch. This new scenario is described
in detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.18: Static responses for various configurations in which the lower-to-upper wing
stiffness ratio Er is varied. This picture is a rearrangement of figure 22 presented in [6]
Chapter 5
Isola: a Different Branch
Jumping
In the previous chapter the Snap-Buckling phenomena has been described in de-
tail. There are a lot of parameters that affected the results of a particular problem.
It has been underlined that, changing some particular parameters like the stiff-
ness between the lower and the upper wing or the material and so on, the results
obtained for the same analysis are very case-dependent.
It has been explained the meaning of the critical point, in the previous case
this point indicated a change between a stable branch and an unstable branch
in the diagram load-displacement. But a lot of other typical patterns when the
nonlinear analysis is considered can be discovered.
The complexity of Joined Wings design is bought to a definitive higher level
noticing that, in some cases, the static response shows a main branch and another
isolated closed branch (called Isola). When such a situation arises, even a non-
linear static analysis comprehensive of post-critical tracking methods is not able
to bring to light the real picture, which, on the contrary, could be depicted with
the aim of ad hoc dynamic analysis. It is worth to notice that it is not possible
to know a priori if an Isola exists, thus it is not easy to predict and also to expect
a bi-stable situation. In the next section it is illustrate a case (described also in
[33]), that can fit very well the above scenario.
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5.1 An Interesting Pattern: an Isola Formation
It is possible to consider a fictitious two-parameter model, calling them λ and
γ. It is possible to plot a sequence of diagram varying the parameter γ, using
γ1 < γ2 < γ3 < .... Such a sequence may look like the one depicted in Fig.5.1. For
γ1 there are two branches without connection: the upper branch is an isolated
branch. Starting from point A, it is reached smoothly the point B when λ is
increased. For γ2 the situation is the same although the isolated branch has come
closer. Now consider the situation for γ3, where no longer exists an isolated branch,
see [33]. So in this case there are two jumps (right part of Fig.5.1). These jumps
consist in a switch from a certain equilibrium configuration for the considered
system, in this case A, to another far from the previous one, for example, the
variable y in the Fig.5.1 may indicate the displacement of a certain point of the
considered system, thus there is an abrupt change of configuration between A and
B.
It is worth to notice that there will be a bifurcation case between the two
values of γ2 and γ3, in which the two critical points in the last picture of Fig.5.1
coalesce. Increasing γ further, one may obtain Fig.5.2. In this case the right
critical point disappears and only one jump remains. Considering the cases when
the value of γ is smaller than γ1 a possible behaviour is depicted in Fig.5.3. Here,
for decreasing γ, the isolated branch get smaller. For some value between γ−1 and
γ−3 the two critical points coalesce in an Isola center, see Fig.5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Possible diagrams increasing the parameter γ. From [33]
Figure 5.2: Possible diagrams further increasing the parameter γ. From [33]
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Figure 5.3: Possible diagrams further decreasing the parameter γ. From [33]
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5.2 Isola Formation in Joined Wings
Observing the results obtained in the previous chapter it is possible to argue that a
similar behaviour (isola bifurcation) could be found in the analysed configurations.
The two configurations SISO6 and SISO8, described in Section 3.2, are analysed,
in the Fig.5.4 the Load versus Displacement(along z axis) graph is depicted for
the two cases, this trend is obtained with a static analysis and the models are
loaded with a conservative mechanical load. In this case the parameter γ cited in
the previous section is the lower-to-upper wing stiffness ratio Er = ELW/EUW . In
previous works [6], it has been pointed out that from the particular configuration
SISO8 the snap buckling did not occur anymore, therefore it was concluded that
it was safe to design a wing without incurring any instability.
However, this is not the case after more thorough investigations, accompa-
nied by physical consideration regarding the abrupt disappearing of the unstable
branches, led to the discovery of an isola branch.
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Figure 5.4: SISO6 and SISO8 loaded with conservative force.
In fact it could be possible that the branch of the case SISO8 is not the only one
that belongs to the equilibrium configurations possible for this case. Is it possible to
assess if exists a different branch respect to the case already found with the static
analysis starting from Λ = 0
As it is shown in Fig.5.5, if we considered three different configurations with
three different values of Er, plotting all the responses for load level and displace-
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ments that go beyond practical interest (very deformed configurations), it turns
out a further couple of saddle-node bifurcations (turning points C and D in the
graph of SISO6 and SISO7). It can be easily conjectured, that the turning points
A and D get closer when increasing Er. Eventually they coalescence and disap-
pear when Er reaches a value between 6 and 6.3, that will be here called ErIS. For
this value a trans-critical bifurcation is thus taking place. When this happens,
the two branches OA and DE will touch in A=D forming an unique branch OE.
On the other hand, also unstable branches AB and CD are connected through
A=D. It was not possible to exactly track the response for values of Er close to
the bifurcation on, since there are numerical difficulties in following the unstable
branches (see dashed lines in Fig.5.5). However, the shown results are enough to
confidently conjecture the proposed scenario.
Figure 5.5: Static responses for SISO6 (Er = 5.6), SISO7 (Er = 0.6), SISO8 (Er = 6.3)
considering also high deformation regions.
In order to be able to draw the isola, two different configurations have been
considered, SISO8 and SISO10. The main features of these configurations are
depicted in Table 5.1. These models are made by an Aluminium, featuring Density
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Case ID Wing
Young’s modulus Ratio Shear Modulus
E · 107[ Kg
mm·s2 ] E
r = E
LW
EUW
GU/L =
EU/L
2(1+νREF)
SISO8
Upper 2.0
6.3
0.47
Lower 12.6 0.08
SISO10
Upper 1.8
7.1
0.48
Lower 12.8 0.07
Table 5.1: Feautures and names for the different isotropic configurations, for which b = 40mm.
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Figure 5.6: SISO10 and SISO8 loaded with conservative force.
ρREF = 2.7 · 10−6
[
Kg
mm3
]
, and Poisson’s ratio νREF = 0.33. The shear modulus is
calculated from the well known relation GU/L =
EU/L
2(1+νREF)
. In the table there are
the approximated values for all the quantities.
In the previous chapter, the configuration SISO8 had been studied with a
static analysis starting from the value Λ = 0, for this reason it is not possible
to find more that one equilibrium branch, in fact the same result is found if
the static analysis starting from the value Λ = 0 is made for the configuration
SISO10, see Fig.5.6. The only way to switch between two different branches is
using a dynamic analysis. Therefore for both configurations, different analysis
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have been performed to find out if, for a particular value of the load, and given
perturbation, the system was settling to a new equilibrium configuration. The
analysis have been made in this way:
• Static Nonlinear analysis until a particular value of the load Λ for which a
branch of the isola was supposed to exist.
• Dynamic Nonlinear Analysis starting from the last value of the static anal-
ysis, applying a given perturbation, to find a new equilibrium configuration
different from the previous one.
• Static analysis starting to the steady value of the new equilibrium config-
uration, found with the dynamic analysis (the final value, after that the
transient of the dynamic analysis is elapsed).
The results of all these analysis are depicted in figures 5.7 and 5.8. In these
figures the first branch A-B is the first static analysis until the two different values
of Λ, 0.5 for SISO8 and 0.6 for SISO10, then the point C is reached through the
dynamic analysis with the given perturbation, at the end a new static analysis has
been made starting from the point C and it has been discovered that a different
branch exists, this is a closed branch as the one in section 5.1. That is, from the
point C, the analysis goes until the point D, E and then again C and so on with
an continuous loop.
Observing Fig.5.9 it is possible to notice that comparing in the same plot
the two different configurations, SISO8 and SISO10, while the main branches
are similar the two closed branches are very different, in fact for configuration
SISO10 the closed branch is completely inside the closed branch of the configu-
ration SISO8. Probably the situation is very similar to the one shown in Fig.5.3
in the previous section. Here, the parameter of the lower-to-upper wing stiffness
ratio Er = ELW/EUW is like the parameter γ, in this case it is possible to suppose
that increasing the value of this parameter the isolated branch get smaller until
becoming a point (Isola center).
Also if increasing the value of Er has not a very physical meaning, it is im-
portant to point out the difficulties of study Joined Wing configurations, because
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Figure 5.7: Configuration SISO8: in the diagram are depicted the three steps necessary to
plot the closed branch (”Isola”). The first static analysis until point B, Λ = 0.5, then the
dynamic analysis between B and C which the corresponding transient and the shape of the
perturbation, and finally the last static analysis, which permits to plot the ”Isola”.
when the problem is so fully nonlinear, each little variation of each parameter
can change completely the configuration of the system. In the previous analysis
the configuration SISO8 seemed to be a safe configuration where no instability
occurred, instead in this section, it has been pointed out how the branch of the
equilibrium configurations found in the previous analysis is not the only one, but
a new closed branch exists and if the wing is submitted to a perturbation, it is
possible to have a switch of equilibrium configuration, associate with a jump to
big deformations that can’t be accepted in reality.
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Figure 5.8: Configuration SISO10: in the diagram are depicted the three steps necessary
to plot the closed branch (”Isola”). The first static analysis until point B, Λ = 0.6, then the
dynamic analysis between B and C which the corresponding transient and the shape of the
perturbation, and finally the last static analysis, which permits to plot the ”Isola”.
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Figure 5.9: SISO8 and SISO10 equilibrium branches.
Chapter 6
Aerodynamic Forces: Concept of
Snap Divergence
So far, configurations with mechanical loads (both conservative and follower) have
been studied, and these loads have been used to mimic the real loading conditions,
but real aerodynamic forces have not yet been used.
In the next sections two joined-wing configurations, characterized by a different
location of the joint, are investigated.
First, for both the configurations, a nonlinear static divergence analysis is
carried out. With this analysis it is demonstrated that the lift/displacement re-
sponse may hide the physical snap divergence occurrence, leading to non-physical
interpretation of the stability properties of the system. In this analysis the aero-
dynamic loads are evaluated through a steady incompressible VLM [34] (Vortex
Lattice Method) approach, see also [26] for an aeroelastic application. The non-
linear aeroelastic equations are solved by adopting iterative procedures discussed
in section 2.6.
Then, a comparison between the classical eigenvalue analysis and nonlinear
divergence analysis is carried out, highlighting the main differences between the
two approaches.
Finally a comparison of the aeroelastic static responses with structural re-
sponses is given.
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For the PrP40 configuration, analysed also in the previous chapters, an at-
tempt of revised lift distribution, using a mechanical load, is given, in order to
really simulate the real effect of the aerodynamic forces. As a final task a discus-
sion about divergence, bending/torsion coupling, and overconstrained nature of
Joined Wings, for the configuration PrP40, is given.
In the next sections the two analysed configurations are described in detail
and a simple explanation, about the calculation of the linearized divergence speed
via eigenvalue approach, is given.
6.1 Snap Divergence and its Mathematical Def-
inition
To introduce the concept of snap divergence, consider the pure structural case
represented by a structure subjected to conservative forces. In that case it is pos-
sible to define a buckling load obtained via eigenvalue analysis. This investigation
could be improved by linearizing about a steady state equilibrium obtained with
a fully nonlinear static analysis. However, it is also possible to define (if it exists
for the case under investigation) the snap-buckling load as the one corresponding
to the true critical point, defined as the state in which the structural tangent
stiffness matrix becomes singular.
These definitions involve a precise mathematic event (singularity of a matrix).
However, nonlinear analyses may also show responses with a progressive softening
(see for example [5, 6]). In some of these cases, very small load increments may
lead to large displacements, being this in practice unacceptable, de facto, an
instability. It may be then too restrictive and unsafe to base the buckling concept
on the definitions above (singularity of the matrix). It is also true that a more
general definition of instabilities may not easily been identified, depending on
particular problem.
All these observations are extended in this work to a system including variable
forces, and particularly, aerodynamic forces. It is known that the aerodynamic
forces are non-conservative in nature. Thus it is possible to define a matrix KA,
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the so-called aerodynamic tangent matrix. The system tangent matrix is now
obtained by adding the structural and aerodynamic tangent matrices (the super-
scripts relative to the load step and iteration are not necessary in this conceptual
treatise):
KT = KST +KA (6.1)
Similar to the buckling evaluated with nonlinear analysis, also the divergence may
be defined as the condition in which K T is singular (see Fig.6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Snap divergence and its definition.
It may be argued that the post-divergence regime (B −D branches in Figure
6.1) are completely meaningless when an aeroelastic case is investigated. How-
ever, the knowledge of the static post-critical regime may give indication on the
risks associated with the instability, how it has been underlined in the previous
chapters.
6.2 Description of the Analyzed Configurations
There are two configurations that will be analyzed. The first one, depicted in
Fig.6.2, is a Joined Wing [35] (named JW70 ) in which the joint is not located at
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the tip of both the wings.
The second configuration (Fig.6.3) is a PrandtlPlane configuration [5, 6, 27]
featuring a swept-back lower wing and a swept-forward upper wing. It is desig-
nated PrP40.
As opposed to the previous configuration JW70, such a layout is selected
to compare the presents finding (which include aerodynamics) with the results
presented in Reference [3].
Joint height b and thickness of the different part of the structure are defined
case by case. For the aerodynamic analysis, the surfaces have been discretized
employing 8 to 12 elements in the chordwise direction. The overall number of
rectangular elements is then between approximately 600 and 3000 for the different
cases. Convergence of the aerodynamic loads has been verified already for the
coarse discretization.
Unless otherwise stated, the adopted material is a typical Aluminium, featur-
ing Young’s modulus EREF = 6.9 · 107
[
Kg
mm·s2
]
and a Poisson’s ratio νREF = 0.33.
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Figure 6.2: JW70 model. The joint is located at 70% of the wing span. The thickness of the
different parts of the structure is equal to 0.7 mm.
The density of the air is chosen to be the standard air density (ρ∞ = 1.225 kg/m3).
Case by case the initial angle of attack is varied. In order to get different static
conditions, the onset free-stream velocity is varied (through the parameter Λ).
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Figure 6.3: PrandtlPlane Joined Wing model PrP40. The joint is located at the tip of the
wings. The thickness of the different parts of the structure is equal to 1.0 mm.
The aerodynamic forces change during the iteration process because the defor-
mation induces a change of local angles of attack and the freestream velocity is
also changed. This is taken into account by the aerodynamic tangent matrix KA
previously discussed. The aerodynamic forces are then follower forces in the sense
that their magnitude depends on the structural deformation.
6.3 Linearized Divergence Speed via Eigenvalue
Approach
The classic approach to evaluate divergence speed is to solve an eigenvalue prob-
lem. The starting configuration about which a linearization is carried out can be
the fundamental (undeformed) one or a deformed steady state equilibrium corre-
sponding to the dynamic pressure p ssdyn. As previously discussed,see section 2.6,
the aerodynamic tangent matrix depends on the product of a constant matrix
C and the dynamic pressure. In the linearized eigenvalue approach the dynamic
pressure is treated as an unknown and needs to be found. Let p lindyn D be the can-
didate dynamic pressure corresponding to the instability condition according to
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the linearized eigenvalue divergence analysis.
The structural tangent matrix corresponding to the converged steady state
(i.e., after the numerical simulations are completed and the nonlinear response has
been determined up to the dynamic pressure p ssdyn) is indicated with the symbol
K ssST . Observing that the aerodynamic stiffness matrix depends on the dynamic
pressure, it is deduced that the matrix corresponding to the (unknown) linearized
divergence condition is:
K DA = −p lindyn D C (6.2)
The linearized divergence speed is the non-trivial solution (i.e., u 6= 0) of the
following aeroelastic equation:
(
KssST +K
D
A
)
u = 0 (6.3)
Substituting (
KssST − p lindyn D C
)
u = 0 (6.4)
This is an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues represent the dynamic pressure
corresponding to the linearized divergence. However, they are in general complex.
Thus, only positive eigenvalues have physical meaning and, among them, the
smallest is the relevant one.
6.4 Analysis of Configuration JW70
6.4.1 Nonlinear Divergence Analysis
In this section the baseline configuration JW70 is analyzed from a static non-
linear aeroelastic perspective. The stability properties are also investigated with
linear capabilities (linear and linearized divergence analyses) in order to assess
the reliability of classical aeroelastic computational methods for this particular
configuration. In addition to the aeroelastic simulations, pure structural investi-
gations are also carried out. The structural response of the system subjected to
both conservative and follower mechanical loads is compared with the aeroelastic
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analysis previously discussed. This study also provides indications on the error of
mechanical loads that are adopted to simulate real aerodynamic forces.
The details of the configuration JW70 are summarized and depicted in detail
in Fig.6.2. A speed of 50m/s is chosen as nominal free stream speed. The angle of
attack of the undeformed configuration is set to be 1 deg. The static aeroelastic
response is obtained by gradually increasing the aerodynamic speed V∞. The
typical displacement-velocity curves (see Figures.6.4 and 6.5) are then obtained
for point P1 located at the tip of the lower wing and for point P2 positioned at
the mid-span of the upper wing (see Fig.6.2 for a graphical localization of these
points). It appears clear that a snap-divergence phenomenon (see states B and
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Figure 6.4: Configuration JW70: flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical displace-
ment Uz (in mm) for lower wing’s tip point P1. The flow is directed along x-axis, and the
geometry is rotate of 1 deg in order to create an initial angle of attack. A zoom in the critical
point area is provided.
C in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5) occurs.
With reference to Figs. 6.4 and 6.5, an infinitesimal increment of speed at
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Figure 6.5: Configuration JW70: Flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical dis-
placement Uz (in mm) for upper wing’s midspan point P2. The flow is directed along x-axis,
and the geometry is rotate of 1 deg in order to create an initial angle of attack.
stage B would determine an impossibility to find a static equilibrium configuration
continuously adjacent to the one in B. On the contrary, the new equilibrium point
would be C, configuration characterized by the same flow speed of state B. The
snap-divergence speed V CR∞ is equal for this case to 34.1m/s. Notice that, at stage
B the system tangent matrix is exactly singular, thus, the instability has a well
defined mathematical characterization.
As already discussed, snap instabilities are inherently dynamic phenomena.
In the case of conservative mechanical forces, a snap from state B would physi-
cally lead to state C (after a transient has been extinguished through structural
damping, and if the force remains constant throughout the process). However,
when aerodynamic forces are considered, this may not be the case. The dynami-
cal system in fact, may diverge to other kind of attractors than a fixed point. An
example could be the phenomenon of limit cycle oscillation (LCO), in which a
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small perturbation from a steady state (fixed point) may lead to a closed periodic
pattern. Considered that LCO may arise even for areas having a unique fixed
point (given the external parameter, in this case the speed), it is not trivial to
predict what would happen when the snap-divergence load is reached. It is then
necessary to augment the snap divergence analysis with a dynamic aeroelastic
analysis to establish what the actual response of the system is.
impending
snap-divergence
post
snap-divergence
V
K
CR
= 34.1 m/s
Figure 6.6: Configurations at states immediately preceding and subsequent to the snap-
divergence.
The configurations at impending snap divergence (state B) and the one im-
mediately after it (stage C) are reproduced in Fig.6.6. Moreover, Fig.6.7 shows
the span-wise distribution of lifting forces and twist distribution, for different flow
speeds (corresponding to the points A through D in Figs.6.4 and 6.5). Notice
that y axis is exactly the span-wise direction only for the lower wing. However,
in this work the term span-wise is used to indicate the y direction even when the
upper wing is under investigation.
The sectional lifting forces of Fig.6.7 are evaluated as the sum of the aerody-
namic loads projected on the structural nodes lying on the same cross-section. The
geometrical twist of each cross section is calculated considering the up-stream and
down-stream nodes on the same station at fixed spanwise coordinate, and simply
evaluating the geometrical angle between the line joining this two points and the
x-axis (the deformation in the section plane may be considered of second order).
Fig.6.7 could be used to attempt a physical interpretation of the aeroelastic
response as follows. Initially both the wings are producing lift, however, due to
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Figure 6.7: On the left column: sum of lifting forces acting on the structural nodes of a wing-
span section for different span location along the wings. On the right column: geometrical twist
of the sections. Results are shown for different flow speeds, as indicated in the figure. All the
plots refer to both the upper (UW) and lower wings (LW).
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the joint connection, the upper wing experiences an increase of angle of attack
(positive torsion), whereas for the inner part of the lower wing, the change in
torsion is relatively smaller (see Fig. 6.7(a)). This coupling comes from the geom-
etry: the upper wing has a negative sweep angle and, thus, a vertical displacement
produces both a bending and a positive torsion. However, the upper wing incre-
ment of angle of attack is partially counteracted by the lower wing which shows
a smaller increment in twist. When the snap-divergence velocity is reached the
structural stiffness of the system cannot efficiently resist the aerodynamic actions.
There is a general large increment of the section twist, especially localized in the
upper wing, as it can be verified in Figs.6.7(b), 6.7(c), and 6.7(d).
A further aspect to point out regards the response depicted in Fig.6.4. It is not
difficult to expect that particular choices of geometry/materials exist, for which
the response would be very similar to the one presented above and characterized
by a significant deformation of the system at a certain speed range (in the specific
case of Fig.6.4 this is what happens for speeds between 34 and 40 m/s). Moreover,
it is possible to have a similar response characterized by large deformations but
without a snap: no singularity of the aeroelastic tangent matrix would be present.
If this is the situation, then the snap-divergence can not be technically defined.
However, from a practical and physical perspective, that soft region could be
considered as unstable for the configuration. This point is further discussed later,
when the concept of minimum aeroelastic stiffness condition is introduced.
6.4.2 Comparison between eigenvalue and nonlinear di-
vergence analysis
It is known that divergence speed can be obtained from a flutter analysis. How-
ever, the standard methods for flutter calculations involve modally reduced aeroe-
lastic equations and the divergence speed can more precisely be evaluated via
eigenvalue approach. It is then clear that when the structural nonlinearities are
important (and this is the case for joined wings) the eigenvalue analysis may not
be an adequate solution as it has been demonstrated for the case of mechanical
loads and buckling calculations, [5]. Actually, not only the eigenvalue approach
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is not satisfying in terms of quantitative prediction, but also in catching the right
trend. A possibility is to linearize the system at a given nonlinear steady state
equilibrium different than the undeformed one (in the aeroelastic case, this con-
figuration is associated to a freestream velocity). However, this practice would
have the drawback of a significant increase of the computational cost with respect
to the traditional analysis performed about the initial undeformed configuration.
This study assesses how good the eigenvalue approach is when geometric struc-
tural nonlinearities need to be considered in the calculation of the divergence
conditions (V ss∞). Different starting steady states are considered when linearized
eigenvalue analyses are carried out. That is it: the divergence speed is calculated
using the classical eigenvalue approach but the structural stiffness matrix used
for the numerical evaluations is the tangent matrix corresponding to different
deformed configurations relative to flow speeds varying between 0 and 33.5m/s
(Fig. 6.4 can be used to locate the steady states configurations in the speed-
displacement response curve).
Results, in terms of the divergence speed are depicted in Fig.6.8. The linearized
divergence speeds V lin∞D are plotted against the freestream velocities (V
ss
∞) associ-
ated with the configurations chosen for linearization. As deduced from Fig. 6.8, the
linearization conducted about the undeformed configuration provides a divergence
speed V lin∞D which is about 50% larger than the true static instability condition
identified by the snap-divergence speed V CR∞ . More than the actual value of the
discrepancy, it is important to observe that the error is not conservative because
the speed at which the instability occurs is overestimated.
To have more reliable results without recurring to analyses of the entire nonlin-
ear response, one might think to track the nonlinear response until a “reasonable”
value of the speed is reached, and then linearize about that steady state config-
uration when doing the eigenvalue analysis. However, it should be taken into
account the fact that a higher freestream velocity about which the linearization is
performed implies a higher computational cost, due to the fact that a larger por-
tion of the nonlinear response needs to be tracked. Unfortunately, from Fig. 6.8
it is clear that there are practically no accuracy improvements for the linearized
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Figure 6.8: Outcome of linearized divergence analysis: on the abscissa the speeds associated
with the deformed configuration chosen for linearization are depicted (i.e., V ss∞), whereas, on the
ordinate, the divergence speeds obtained via eigenvalue approach are shown (i.e., V lin∞D). The
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∞D, which is the condition for snap-divergence to occur.
divergence speed prediction, until very close to the snap-divergence speed. Notice
how, graphically, there is a region, bounded by the condition V lin∞D = V
ss
∞ , for
which the configurations is not stable.
Summarizing, the eigenvalue approach for predicting the divergence speed ap-
pears to be unreliable (large errors compared to the true static instability velocity),
unsafe (it overestimates the critical speed), and could be reliable only if all the re-
sponse curve to almost the snap-divergence speed is tracked. This is meaningless
since the cost would be of the same order as for a complete nonlinear analysis.
The nonsuccess of linearized divergence analysis, when the structural nonlin-
earities are important, implies that the linear analysis is not amenable to be used
as a preliminary design tool for Joined Wings.
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6.4.3 Mechanical and aerodynamic forces: a comparison
of their effects
In the previous chapters the nonlinear response due to mechanical loads of a fol-
lower type has been investigated. It is then conceptually important to understand
if this approach is conservative or unsafe compared to the case of Joined Wings
subjected to non-conservative loads provided by the aerodynamics. It is also of
relevance to assess the differences in response between the case of conservative
mechanical loads and aerodynamic forces.
Two mechanical types of loadings are then investigated. The first class is rep-
resented by a load-per-unit-of-surface (pressure) directed always vertically (con-
servative mechanical loads). The second type is a pressure load which remains
perpendicular to the structure even if it deforms (follower mechanical loads), de-
scribed in detail in the previous chapters. In both types of load the nominal value
of the pressure is p = 0.55125Kg/(mm · s2), correspondent to the dynamic pres-
sure of air (at sea level) with a speed of 30m/s. If only a portion Λ of the nominal
pressure is applied, then the nonlinear structural response is the one depicted in
Figs.6.9 and 6.10 for the case of conservative mechanical loads (points P1 and P2
respectively). The case of follower mechanical loads is shown in Figs.6.11 and
6.12.
The deformed configurations corresponding to different states are also depicted
in the figures. As clearly seen, both conservative and follower mechanical loads
determine a snap-buckling instability. This happens for a lower fraction of nominal
load in the follower case, as expected and already discussed in chapter 3.
The use of structural loads may be an interesting option to readily have a
first guess estimate of the deformation given by the aerodynamic loads, or also to
experimentally apply the forces to the structure, although, in this last case, the
structural forces would be chosen to better mimic the aerodynamic ones, whereas
in these examples a constant pressure has been considered.
It is then interesting to have a direct comparison between the predictions of
the mechanical and aerodynamic loads cases. A choice for a common meaningful
parameter has to be done. For this example, it is appropriate to consider the
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Figure 6.9: JW70 configuration: fraction of nominal load versus cumulative vertical displace-
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global vertical load (lift) as a comparison parameter. Moreover, the resultant of
a force per unit area of 0.55125Kg/(mm · s2) directed along z-axis is chosen as
the nominal vertical load. The amount of lift produced/acting on the system at
a given state is finally written in dimensionless form by dividing its value with
the value of lift calculated as described above. The dimensionless parameter Λlift
is then defined and plays a role conceptually identical to the one relative to Λ
earlier adopted. However, it only takes into account the vertical components of
the forces for a more physical meaningful interpretation of the results. It should
also be observed that Λlift = Λ for the conservative mechanical forces because they
are always directed along z.
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Figure 6.13: JW70 configuration: normalized load level Λlift versus cumulative vertical dis-
placement Uz for lower wing’s tip point P1 when conservative and follower mechanical forces
and aerodynamic loads are considered.
Fig.6.13 compares the responses when mechanical and aerodynamic loads are
applied to the structure. It is possible to observe that the response relative to
the case in which aerodynamic loads are applied and the response obtained when
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mechanical conservative loads are considered, show the same trend for a significant
portion of the applied load. In other words, mechanical conservative loads may
be used to assess the stiffness of the structure at least up to a certain level. Here
with stiffness it is qualitatively intended the ratio of the generated lift to the
displacement/deformation of the structure.
At first glance, the aerodynamic case may even look more favorable, since
an appropriate lift may be achieved without incurring in loss of stiffness (as it
happens for both the conservative and follower mechanical load cases as conse-
quence of the snap-phenomenon). However, this graph hides an important dif-
Figure 6.14: JW70 configuration: normalized load level Λlift versus flow speed.
ference between the aerodynamic and mechanical loads: the aerodynamic case
forces are associated to a flow speed. Although the response for the aerody-
namic case looks smooth and far from any instability, actually, in practice, the
region Λlift = [0.3, 0.5] corresponds to an unstable condition (see for example
Fig.6.4 where the snap divergence is depicted). As it could be inferred inspecting
Fig.6.14, a small perturbation/variation of the flow speed produces relatively large
increments of the angle of attack of the structure with associated large increments
in the lift. This emphasizes that the reliability of an analysis that does not con-
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sider true aerodynamic forces come not only from a quantitative mismatch in the
overall load-displacement response, but also from inherent information which is
lost in the process of describing two different physical phenomena.
Loading the Joined Wing with follower mechanical forces represents a really
penalizing test. When loaded, the structures undergoes large displacements with
the effect that the surface normals have a diminishing vertical component. Acting
the (follower) pressures perpendicularly to the surface, the lift begins to decrease
after a critical deformation.
For a more accurate analysis, a more advanced aerodynamic model should
be adopted. In fact, with the present capability, the aerodynamic forces are
oriented perpendicularly to the initial configuration, changing their magnitude
(but not their direction) with progressive deformation of the structure [26]. The
severity of a follower structural load approach is then expected when compared
with the present aerodynamic capability. More investigations with higher-fidelity
aerodynamic capabilities will be carried in the future to shed more light on this
subject.
6.5 Analysis of Configuration PrP40
6.5.1 Nonlinear Divergence Analysis
The configuration PrP40, whose geometrical and material details are described
in section 6.2 and depicted in Fig.6.3, is here considered. A free stream speed of
50m/s is chosen as nominal flow speed. The angle of attack (measured on the
undeformed configuration) is set to be 1 deg. This is achieved as for the JW70
case by rigidly rotating the system.
The aeroelastic response for points P1 and P2, on the lower wing tip and
upper wing mid-span respectively (as depicted in Fig.6.3), is shown in Fig.6.15.
It is interesting to observe that no snap-instability phenomenon is present. From
a practical perspective, however, there is a consistent progressive loss in stiffness
especially after the speed of 30m/s.
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Figure 6.15: Flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz (in mm) for
lower wing tip point P1 and upper wing midspan point P2 of the joined-wing layout PrP40. The
flow is directed along x-axis, and the geometry is rotate of 1 deg in order to create an initial
angle of attack.
6.5.2 Divergence analysis via eigenvalue approach
Also for this configuration, a linearized divergence analysis is here carried out.
The terms linearization refers to the structural configuration about which the
eigenvalue analysis is undergone. The fastest (and usually less accurate) way is to
linearize the analysis about the undeformed configuration. Different steady states
about which the linearization is carried out, are considered. The results are re-
ported in Fig.6.16. Several interpretations are possible. If the softening tendency
seen starting from speed of 15m/s (refer to Fig.6.15) is not considered as criti-
cal from a practical perspective, then the linearized divergence analysis correctly
suggests that no stability issue would arise in the range of speeds considered. On
the other hand, softening phenomena not giving rise to mathematical singulari-
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ordinate, the divergence speeds obtained via eigenvalue approach are shown (i.e., V lin∞D). The
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ties are not expected to be described by linearized analyses. However, choosing
increasing linearization speeds, there is a trend of predicting smaller divergence
speed. This behavior suggests that a softening is in place. The fact that after
a particular linearization speed V MASC∞ , the divergence speed begins to increase
after previously decreasing values, is symptomatic of the non-singularity of the
softening region.
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 suggest that the stiffness of the aeroelastic system
presents a local minimum in correspondence of V MASC∞ which, thus, identifies
the Minimum Aeroelastic Stiffness Condition (MASC). The minimum has to be
understood in local sense, thus, it is possible to have a smaller value for the stiff-
ness in other states corresponding to different aerodynamic speeds. From a pure
stability perspective, it is also interesting to assess when the difference between
V lin∞ D and V
ss
∞ (or this difference normalized) is minimal, defining thus the V
MAMS
∞
which, thus, identifies the Minimum Aeroelastic Margin of Stability Condition
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(MASM). This would identify the configuration for which the system is the clos-
est to a divergence condition. The linearized divergence speeds identified by these
two conditions (see Fig.6.16) may be used as a pseudo critical speeds (V pseudo∞ CR ).
However, as already stated, the problem is very case dependent. There may exist
situations in which a local change in the softening/stiffening behaviour or a close-
to-divergence configuration are associated with acceptable conditions, or in which
practical failure criteria may be met well before the occurrence of these speeds.
These speeds have a physical relevance because gives indication of relative large
deformations in the structure even if technically speaking it does not represent a
true snap divergence speed because the aeroelastic stiffness matrix is not singular.
6.5.3 Mechanical and aerodynamic forces: a comparison
of their effects
Previous chapters discussed the structural nonlinear analysis of the configuration
PrP40 subjected to mechanical loads and focused on the snap phenomenon. How-
ever, such an instability was not detected when aerodynamic forces were applied.
In an optic to further investigating the differences produced by the application
of loads with such a different nature (mechanical and aerodynamic forces), it is
convenient, for a quantitative comparison, to define a nominal force which will be
used for normalization purposes. Following the same logics as the case presented
for the JW70 case, a vertical force per unit of area p = 0.55125Kg/(mm · s2),
corresponding to the dynamic pressure of air (at sea level) with a speed of 30m/s,
is applied and its resultant is adopted as a reference force to define a dimensionless
parameter Λlift. That is it: Λlift is introduced as the ratio of the global vertical
(along z-axis) force due to mechanical/aerodynamic forces to the above defined
reference vertical force. For the case of conservative loads presented in Reference
[5], the forces are always vertical, thus, there is equivalence between Λ and Λlift.
The normalized curves are plotted in Fig. 6.17 for the point P1 (the tip of
the lower wing) in terms of vertical displacement against the vertical load level
Λlift. For the follower case [36]) besides the snap-buckling, there is also a lost in
capacity of producing vertical forces due to the progressive bending of the wing
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Figure 6.17: Normalized load level Λlift versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz for lower
wing’s tip point P1 of the joined-wing layout PrP40 when conservative, follower and aerodynamic
loads are applied.
which has as a consequence that the normals to the finite elements assume slowly
a predominant horizontal direction. On the other hand, the aerodynamic case
shows a stiffening effect when the other cases incur in softening behaviors.
To understand why aerodynamic forces drive this behavior, the deformed con-
figurations for a given Λlift are depicted for both the conservative and aerodynamic
cases (see Fig.6.17). If the discussion reported in References [5, 6] is recalled, the
configuration undergoing an instability phenomenon showed a specific deforma-
tion pattern, in which the upper wing presented a tendency to bend downward, as
opposed to the stable cases where, on the contrary, the upper wing deformation
showed an upward bending. Inspecting the configurations for the present case, it
is then evident that, when aerodynamic forces are acting, the upper wing has a
tendency to present an upward bending of the mid-section, which is closely related
with a stiffer response not showing any buckling. Thus, the aerodynamic loads are
distributed in such a way to favor this pattern and this is demonstrated in Fig.6.18:
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in this picture the projections (in a variational sense) of aerodynamic forces to
the structural nodes are shown. Notice that, for clarity purposes, the forces are
not scaled with their actual value. For low speed/deformations, these loads are
distributed almost uniformly, however, for higher speeds it could be clearly seen
how they are mainly concentrated on the mid-section of the upper wing, where
the bending-torsion increases the local angle of attack. To further investigate
Figure 6.18: Deformations at different flow speeds. Also the correspondent aerodynamic load
distributions (not scaled) are depicted.
the related physics, the sum of the lifting forces acting on a rows (stream-wise)
of structural nodes as well as the twist of the sections are depicted in Fig.6.19.
It could be observed that the initial progressive reduction (increase) in geometri-
cal twist for the lower (upper) wing, due to particular bending-torsion coupling
associated with back (forward)-sweep angle of the wing (see Fig.6.19(a)). This
variation of twist is more pronounced in the mid-span area. The aerodynamic
loads are very sensitive to variation in twist, thus this deformation promotes a
progressive reduction (increase) of loads acting on the lower (upper) wing. This
effect is even larger than the mutual aerodynamic induction, which actually tends
to favor an increase of lift of the lower wing (up-wash) and viceversa, a decrease
for the upper wing (down-wash). In fact, in Fig.6.19(b) it is clearly shown that
the lower wing carries a smaller portion of the overall lifting forces, and under-
goes a consistent decrease of the geometric twist angle. For higher speed, e.g.
Fig.6.19(c), the lower wing could even reach situations of a downforce production
(no practical indications on the actual design of Joined Wings is implied on this
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(a) Case with V∞ = 16m/s
(b) Case with V∞ = 30m/s
(c) Case with V∞ = 45m/s
Figure 6.19: On the left column: sum of lifting forces acting on the structural nodes of a
wing-span section for different span location (measured along y-axis) on the wings. On the
right column: geometrical twist of the sections. Results are shown for different flow speeds, as
indicated in the figure. All the plots refer to both the upper (UW) and lower wings (LW).
regard; however this model gives qualitative information on the large increments
of loads on the upper wing). Since as stated, the twist angle increments are con-
centrated in the mid-span area, then the lift distribution for the upper wing is
approximately more concentrated in the same region, promoting then the final
configuration with the upper wing presenting an upward bending.
For this particular configurations, results suggest that the usage of non-aerodynamic
forces in order to study the static structural response of Joined Wings may lead
to penalizing results, especially when follower mechanical forces are used. Before
further proceeding, it may be recalled that for the present aerodynamic model
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the direction of the loads remains fixed with the initial configuration. Thus, the
deformations drive a change in the entity of the aerodynamic actions, but not in
their direction. That said, a question is still posed on the opportunity of using
follower mechanical loading in order to model aerodynamic forces, as it has been
common practice. In this regard, a question will be answered when a higher order
aerodynamic solver is employed.
It is indeed true that using mechanical loads has been an appropriate choice in
the preliminary steps when exploratory analyses were needed and the instabilities
associated with these novel configurations were first brought to light [5, 6, 36]: this
approach has been crucial to understand as much as possible the snap phenomenon
from a physical point of view, to predict it and to understand how to avoid it.
If a more reliable determination of the appropriateness of using mechanical
loading for experimental purposes is needed, then the distribution of loads over
the wings should at least qualitatively resemble the real case. This will discussed
in the following section.
6.5.4 Aeroelastic and mechanical responses for revised load/lift
distribution
It is a matter of fact that a multidisciplinary optimization is per se a very com-
plicated task. This is particularly the case for Joined Wings which are also char-
acterized by an overconstrained nature at macro level. Just to give an idea of
the difficulties in one isolate field as aerodynamics (and in the optimization this
is only one of the disciplines that need to be considered for meaningful results),
induced drag minimization has been just lastly tackled (with a potential fluid
approach) and definitely solved after the first work of Prandtl [3, 4, 37]. Thus, it
goes well beyond the purposes of this work to investigate in detail all the practical
problems connected to a thorough design of Joined Wings.
On the other hand, it may be useful in the very early stages of design to study
the structural response when a mechanical load that mimics the actual aerody-
namic force distribution is applied. However, aerodynamic forces are not known
in advance. A possible strategy is, given a nominal value for the total lift, to
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deduce the optimal load distribution: the word optimal here could be interpreted
differently depending on the particular contest. If it refers to induced drag mini-
mization, then the span-wise distribution on the wings may be approximated by
adding a constant and an elliptic part (this has been shown to not be exactly
correct, but in the context of this article it is an acceptable assumption), see for
example the research work on the PrandtlPlane configuration [3, 4, 38, 39, 37].
It is much more difficult to reach this optimal lift distribution considering
aerodynamic loads. In fact, given the wing planform, an initial twist distribution
has to be chosen. However, this distribution is selected for a precise design point
(wind speed here), thus, the deformations have to be early considered (predicted)
in order to have a deformation that gives the prescribed lift distribution. Obvi-
ously this problem is highly nonlinear, and an exact solution may not be possible.
For this case it may be a good first starting point and reasonably inexpensive
choice to evaluate the twist on the undeformed planform that gives the sought lift
distribution fixed a flow speed. Somehow, this is equivalent to consider the effects
of the geometrical deformations to have second order effects on the lift.
The following sequence of choices has been made for the analyses below pre-
sented. First, the same design point as given in the analysis of the previous
chapters is chosen. It consists in a nominal force generated by a pressure of
0.55125Kg/(mm · s2) acting on the wing planform. This pressure is equivalent
to a dynamic pressure of a flow of speed of 30m/s at sea level. Thanks to an
in-house induced-drag-optimization code (Reference [37]) the distribution of cir-
culation (and consequently of sectional lift) is calculated for the nominal total lift
and wind speed. Once the sectional lift distribution is evaluated, given the wing
planform it is immediate to choose the right twist distribution. This is shown in
Fig.6.20. It should be noted that the exact solution of the minimum induced drag
problem would involve a prescription of the aerodynamic forces at the joint. This
is of a secondary importance for the problem under investigation and will not be
considered for simplicity.
As far as the choice of the mechanical structural loads is concerned, in order
to try to mimic the optimal lift distribution (which, will be optimal only for the
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Figure 6.20: Optimal twist distribution on the upper and lower wings (for simplicity the joint
is with aerodynamic angle of attack equal to zero).
design point) a chordwise distribution needs to be defined. This is accomplished
by evaluating the average chord distribution of aerodynamic forces acting on the
optimally swept (rigid) wing planform under the nominal flow speed. Using this
approach, the sectional lift distribution could be further reallocated through the
chord direction. Finally, the nominal structural loads obtained with this method
are presented in Fig.6.21.
Figure 6.21: Mechanical structural nodal loads obtained from the optimal theoretical lift
distribution.
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The structural analysis is then finally launched, in two different versions: in
the first one the planform is not twisted and in the second one (more suitable
for comparsion with the aerodynamic case) there is a twist distribution as for the
aerodynamic case. In both cases the structural loads are considered not to change
their direction (conservative/non-follower kind). Results are shown in Fig.6.22.
First of all, when the untwisted planform is considered, conservative load-
ing still presents a snap-buckling phenomenon, although now it appears at an
higher load level. This later onset of instability could easily be explained since
the difference in force distribution between the uniformly distributed load and
the aerodynamics-inspired loading is especially relevant at the tip of the wings,
thus, in the first case the load actions are favoring a deformation characterized
by a more pronounced tip bending, which itself is intimately connected to the
joint rotation (a phenomenon which was discussed in Reference [5]) and snap oc-
currence. Differently stated, mechanical loading chosen as aerodynamic-mimetic
could still induce instabilities, although the typical aerodynamic loading, mostly
concentrated away far from the wings tip, has a stabilizing effect.
Results are surprisingly different when considering the twisted planform: al-
though the same load conditions are employed, a relatively small difference in
twist distribution gives substantially different results. The most important differ-
ence between these two cases are in the presence of the instability and the different
stiffnesses. These aspects could be better understood studying the twist distri-
bution at different load levels (recall that for the conservative case Λ = Λlift), as
shown in Fig.6.23. The usual tendency caused by the geometrical bending/torsion
coupling could be easily observed from the early stages of the response: there is a
tendency of increasing (decresing) the twist for the upper (lower) wing. Following
the behavior of the initially untwisted configuration, the effects of the snap are
noticeable when comparing the twist distributions before (Λlift = 0.7) and after its
occurrence (Λlift = 0.85): the post-critical configuration is characterized by neg-
ative twist distribution. As observed in Reference [6], where, besides the typical
bending pattern also a forward tilt of the joint was discussed, this negative jump
in twist is inherent to the snap phenomenon. In other words, in the post-critical
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Figure 6.22: Normalized load level Λlift versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz for lower
wing’s tip point P1 of the joined-wing layout PrP40when optimal-inspired structural loads and
aerodynamic forces are considered.
Figure 6.23: Twist distribution of the cross section for the mechanical structural analyses with
and without initial twist distribution when optimal-inspired structural loads are considered .
The results are reported for three different normalized load level Λlift .
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configurations both the two wings have a concordant bending/torsion coupling,
in which an increase in bending (increase in vertical displacement of the tip) is
correlated to a decrease in twist whereas, in the main-branch configurations, the
two wings have different tendencies: a vertical displacement is associated with
an increase (decrease) of twist for the upper (lower) wing. The connection of
the two wings through the joint mitigates each tendency, forcing an equilibrium
configuration in which the tilt of the joint is mainly driven by the upper wing
before the critical status is reached. After the snap, on the contrary, the lower
wing tendency seems to be the dominant one. This observation may be a possible
explanation for the stable behavior of the case having initial twist distribution:
the jump is not promoted by the particular geometrical configuration.
Also the case of aerodynamic forces acting on the initially optimally twisted
configuration is depicted in Fig.6.22. The deformations and the aerodynamic ac-
tions projected on the structural nodes are shown in Fig.6.24 for different flow
speeds. It may be well inferred that the design-point is far from being achieved
when structural deformations are taken into consideration, especially for config-
urations undergoing large displacements. Initially the down/up-wash effect is
responsible of a bigger lift produced by the lower wing. Gradually, however,
the typical increase/decrease in twist angle (see Fig.6.24) due to the geometri-
cal coupling shifts the load mainly on the upper wing. This peculiar behavior
exacerbates the difficulties inherent to the design of Joined Wings, also in the
preliminary/early stages of design. Compared to the case of identical geometry
loaded with mechanical forces, the response (displacement of point P1 against the
fraction of vertical force produced) shows an initial almost identical behavior, fol-
lowed by a progressive softening. In an attempt to better understand this different
behaviour, the differences are investigated comparing the twist distribution, see
Fig. 6.25.
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Figure 6.24: Deformations at different flow speeds for the testcase optimally twisted. Also the
correspondent aerodynamic load distributions (not scaled) are depicted.
Figure 6.25: Twist distribution of the cross sections for the mechanical structural and aero-
dynamic loading. The twist distribution is chosen to give the minimum induced drag for the
nominal speed conditions if the structure is undeformable. The structural loads mimic the
lift distribution in optimal conditions. The results are reported for three different normalized
vertical load level Λlift.
6.5.5 Effects of bending/torsion coupling and overconstrained
nature of Joined Wings
Effects of the bending/torsion coupling were tackled in Reference [6] for the case
of pure structural loading. With reference to that work, both geometrical (sweep
angle) and material (composites) coupling were examined, observing a very strong
effect on the stability. Furthermore, in the most complicated cases it was difficult
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to make any prediction and fully understand the underlying physics. Changing
for example fibers direction, and thus acting on the coupling at material level, it
was possible to have responses having or not snap-buckling phenomena.
In the presence of aerodynamic forces, there is a very strong dependence of
the aerodynamic forces on the shape of the configuration, especially on the twist
distribution. Thus the overall sensitivity to the deformation is now enhanced.
As a consequence, bending/torsion coupling plays a key-role in determining the
response.
Traditionally, one of the use of composite materials (aeroelastic tailoring) have
aimed to exploit the advantage of this coupling in order to avoid instability phe-
nomena as, for example, aeroelastic divergence. However, when Joined Wings are
considered, the situations is more complicated by the overconstrained nature of
the system, which opens the door to a new scenario. For example, in the previ-
ous sections it was observed that the coupling due to the geometry (sweep angle)
was responsible of a tendency of concentrating the lifting actions in the mid-span
region of the upper wing. In fact, a negative (positive) sweep angle promotes an
increase (decrease) of twist as consequence of a bending action. Since the system
is overconstrained (the wings are joined at the tip) the two different tendencies
are mitigated, in the sense that having the twist angle to be approximately the
same at the tip (this is true because the joint is small and could be thought as
rigid), the relative increase (decrease) of twist is counteracted, especially in that
region, see e.g. Fig.6.19.
This particular redistribution of twist and loads was thought as being the main
anti-snap mechanism. To demonstrate it, a particular configuration employing the
same geometrical and material properties of PrP40 but having unswept wings is
studied. Results of the investigation are shown in Fig.6.26. The graphs clearly
show a snap divergence occurrence. The analysis completely supports the role
played by bending/torsion coupling in preventing snap divergence through a re-
distribution of the loads.
However, considering the swept PrP40 layout, if a more uniform load distri-
bution is sought, on may think to exploit the anisotropic properties of a com-
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Figure 6.26: Flow speed V∞ (in m/s) versus cumulative vertical displacement Uz (in mm)
for lower wing tip point P1 of the unswept version of joined-wing layout PrP40. The flow is
directed along x-axis, and the geometry is rotate of 1 deg in order to create an initial angle of
attack.
posite material (coupling at material level). An immediate action would be to
design/fine-tune each wing separately. In this optic, the coupling introduced
through the composite material should ideally counteract the geometric coupling,
thus, a positive (negative) coupling is sought for the lower (upper) wing. In other
words, to avoid a local decrease in lift on the lower wing, a tendency that favours
a positive twist for a bending deformation is needed. And viceversa for the upper
one. However, this is where effects of the overconstrained system come into play:
the joint transfers the actions, and the wanted/expected result may not be easily
achieved.
Summarizing, the importance of structural geometric nonlinearities and the
overconstrained nature of the system turns the design in a really challenging one,
since actions that may arise spontaneously for addressing a particular issue in
a wanted direction on a particular wing, may end up creating other unexpected
consequences. The importance of structural geometric nonlinearities and the over-
constrained nature of the system turns the design into a really challenging one,
since actions that may arise spontaneously for addressing a particular issue in
a wanted direction on a particular wing, may end up creating other unexpected
consequences.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
Previous studies discussed conservative forces but did not focus on different types
of load (for example follower forces) which more closely simulate the aerodynamic
loads. The question was then, what could these different load conditions induce
in the structural behavior of the Joined Wing.
In this work this question is answered for the first time. Pressure-like loads
are selected to mimic the aerodynamic loads more closely than the conservative
loads were able to do. The results confirmed that snap is still present. Actually,
as intuitively expected, such loading conditions exacerbate the instability phe-
nomenon, anticipating the critical condition to smaller deformations. Follower
loads eliminate buckling free configurations and this has an obvious important
impact.
Another open question was the reliability of studying an inherent dynamic
phenomenon with a static analysis tool. What happens when the load is applied
very slowly, but still dynamically? Is the static analysis a reliable tool to predict
instabilities? The results shown in this work asses that, although inertial phe-
nomena play an important role when abrupt dynamics is concerned, the static
analysis is an excellent tool to be used.
Probably the most important question regarded the real necessity of post-
critical analyses of Joined Wings follows from the discussion below. In the aero-
nautical world, a snap would be a catastrophic event, thus, why not just design the
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configuration to operate well below the critical point, and avoid computationally
expensive post-critical analyses? The investigations reported in this work show a
very important phenomenon: a configuration loaded well below its critical load
may incur in snap-like (branch-jumping) problems when an opportune vanishing
perturbation is applied. As shown in this work, the entity of this disturbance may
be negligible (in the order of some percentage of points) when compared to the
nominal loading condition. The snap here is to be intended as a jump from the
equilibrium configuration on the main branch to another stable equilibrium con-
figuration on the post-critical or secondary branch triggered by the perturbation.
This seems to open a worrying scenario on a safe design of Joined Wings. In fact,
if a complete analysis is not pursued, the operative conditions may fall exactly
in regions where more than one equilibrium configuration is possible (bi-stable
regions), and a perturbation may drive a branch-jumping. If on the other hand
a more advanced analysis is accomplished, then different scenarios may arise, de-
pending on the assessment of the method of analysis itself. With a post-critical
branch tracking analysis, pursued with continuation methods, is possible to track
the curve. If a typical patterns showing a limit point (snap-trough) is found, then
it is possible to conjecture that the operative load should be lower than the second
critical load (which, for Joined Wings cases discussed here is represented by the
second point in which the tangent matrix becomes singular).
The consequences of this last point go far beyond, and give an answer to any
doubt regarding the argument of the large displacements usually associated with
the analyses shown. If large displacements are obviously not accepted in the
aeronautical world, a post-critical analysis should track the response also in the
non feasible/physical regimes. Suppose in fact that for a relatively low load level
a bi-stability is detected, and the post-critical stable configurations does actually
not show a much large displacement than the configuration associated with the
main stable solution (that is, a strong snap-back is present). If arguments about
the large deformations would have been used, the simulation would have been
stopped well before discovering this worrying scenario.
What seemed to be a costly approach to safely design Joined Wings, found
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some pitfall. In fact, studying the time-response to small vanishing perturbations,
could bring to light the presence of isolated/detached bi-stable regions (isolas) that
could not be detected otherwise with solely application of branch tracking meth-
ods. This isolated branches are very difficult to detect with an automatic process,
since they need the application of ad-hoc strategies driven by the particular case
(type of the perturbation, load level where to look for bi-stability, etc..)
The preliminary design of Joined Wings must take these aspects into account.
However, the computational cost associated with the nonlinear evaluations must
be overcome to have practical impact in the industry. This work goes in the
direction of understanding the physics and sheds light on the complex phenomena
that must not be overlooked when Joined Wings are designed.
Theoretical formulation of the aeroelastic static instability with the possibility
to trace unstable paths (via arc length technique) in the framework of Joined
Wings, has never been presented before. This work was the first effort towards that
direction. A complete theoretical formulation of the numerical iterative method
of solution of the aeroelastic equations, including the aerodynamic and structural
tangent stiffness matrices, was presented.
In the first part of this work only mechanical loads have been included without
consider the aeroelastic effects in the formulation. One of the scientific questions
that needed to be answered was then what the aerodynamic forces, with their
dependence of the deformation, introduced in the response of these highly complex
overconstrained nonlinear systems. Understanding the physics was important
not only to provide useful technical indications but also to design specifically
tailored and efficient reduced order models which could be an important tool in
the preliminary design of Joined Wings.
This work introduced the concept of snap-divergence as the condition at which
the aeroelastic tangent matrix becomes singular and compared the results with
linearized divergence speeds obtained via eigenvalue analysis.
Two types of Joined Wings were investigated: JW70 and PrP40, previously
described. Numerical analyses showed that JW70 experienced snap divergence.
It was also observed that the deformation of the system was such that the lo-
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cal angle of attack of the upper wing was significantly increased with important
aeroelastic effects. Linearized divergence evaluations, about steady states corre-
sponding to different freestream velocities, were also conducted. It was shown
that for the JW70 the eigenvalue approach is not reliable and overestimates the
speed at which the instabilities occurs (unsafe). The linearized divergence speed
was close to the actual snap divergence speed only for steady states near to the
true unstable (snap divergence) point. A comparison of the response of the sys-
tem subjected to aerodynamic, conservative, and follower loads was also carried
out for the configuration JW70. This assessment was realized normalizing the
load in the direction of the lift for all the cases (for a meaningful comparison).
The response obtained with aerodynamic loads was not showing any abrupt loss
in lifting capacity, as it happened for the two mechanical cases (for these last
cases this lost in load carrying coincides with the snap condition). Thus, erro-
neously, one may have concluded that aerodynamic loads, for that configuration,
were not creating any instability problem. However, that argument was concep-
tually wrong. As discussed in this work, the aerodynamic loads depend on the
deformation and freestream velocity. This dependency must be included in the
logical argument and interpretation of the results. In fact, it was shown that in
the freestream velocity/displacement plane there is a snap divergence (true math-
ematical instability). This was an important test because it clearly indicated that
a simulation of aerodynamic loads with mechanical loads (even of a follower type)
did not provide information on the actual physical behavior of the system.
The other Joined Wing configuration analyzed in this work, the PrP40, did not
experience snap divergence. However, from the systems response in the freestream
velocity/displacements planes, it was possible to notice a softening followed by a
stiffening without a true mathematical snap divergence occurrence. The corre-
sponding linearized divergence, obtained with an eigenvalue approach, showed its
minimum value at the end of the softening region. In other words, the state at
the beginning of the stiffening region, could be considered as a local minimum
for the aeroelastic stiffness, leading to the concept of Minimum Aeroelastic Stiff-
ness Condition (MASC). Likewise, a condition of Minimum Aeroelastic Margin
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of Stability (MAMS) was also defined to, ideally, assess the closest to a mathe-
matical snap-divergence condition for the system. The corresponding linearized
divergence speeds were termed pseudo critical speed. Clearly, this was not a true
mathematical instability but was a possible indication of a condition that may be
critical in practice (e.g. not acceptable associated deformations).
Other investigations on the PrP40 configurations were carried out. The ini-
tial twist was assigned according to the minimum induced drag conditions for
box wings (Prandtls best wing system problem). The responses of the system
subjected to aerodynamic and mechanical forces were compared. It was shown
that in this case the snap divergence was not present. Moreover, insights on the
aerodynamic load distributions due to the aeroelastic deformation demonstrated
that there were a vertical displacement of the wing tip and corresponding lifting
forces action promoting an upward bending of the upper wing, a pattern that
was noticed for PrandtlPlane configurations not incurring in buckling instability.
This last example demonstrated that the overconstrained geometrically nonlinear
response of a Joined Wing can also have positive effects on the stability proper-
ties if properly understood. In other words, on the contrary of what happens for
conventional configurations, the nonlinear effects cannot be disregarded since the
early phases of the design; however, the overconstrained nature and complicate
deformation may produce advantages. This cannot be conclusive because of the
simplified models presented in the study and the focus on static analysis. But
the study gave indications on what the challenges and opportunities that these
Joined Wings configurations represent.
Future work will introduce dynamic effects and address physical interpreta-
tion of unsteady mechanisms such as Limit Cycle Oscillations. Moreover, more
advanced aerodynamic models will be included in the present capability.
Appendix A
Newton’s Method Origins
Newton had no great interest in the numerical solution of equations, in fact his
only numerical example is a cubic. At first sight, the method Newton uses doesn’t
look like the Newton Method that it was introduced in the previous sections. The
derivative is not even mentioned. Newton’s version of the Method is mainly a
pedagogical device to explain something quite different. Newton really wanted to
show how to solve the following ‘algebraic’ problem: given an equation F (x, y) =
0, express y as a series in powers of x. But before discussing his novel symbolic
calculations, Newton tried to motivate the idea by doing an analogous calculation
with numbers, using the equation:
y3 − 2y − 5 = 0 (A.1)
In his work [40], it is possible to find the following explanation.
”Let this equation be proposed for solution and let the number 2 be found, one
way or another, which differs from the required root by less than its tenth part. I then
set 2 + p = y and in place of y in the equation I substitute 2 + p. From this there
arises the new equation:
p3 + 6p2 + 10p− 1 = 0 (A.2)
whose root p is to be sought for addition to the quotient. Specifically, (when p3 + 6p2
is neglected because of its smallness) we have 10p − 1 = 0, or p = 0.1 narrowly
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approximates the truth. Accordingly, I write 0.1 in the quotient and, supposing 0, 1 +
q = p, I substitute this fictitious value for it as before. There results:
q3 + 6.3q2 + 11.23q + 0.061 = 0 (A.3)
And since 11.23q+ 0.061 = 0 closely approaches the truth, in other words very nearly
q = 0.0054 . . . .”
Newton puts 0.0054 + r for q in q3 + 6.3q2 + 11.23q+ 0.061 = 0, neglecting the
terms in r3 and r2, he concludes that r ≈ 0.00004852. His final estimate for the
root is 2 + p+ q+ r, that is, 2.09455148. As we go through Newton’s calculation,
it is only with hindsight that it is possible to see the germs of nowadays called
Newton’s method. When Newton discards terms in powers of p, q, and r higher
than the first, he is in effect doing linear approximation. Note that 2+p, 2+p+q,
and 2 + p + q + r are, more or less, the numbers x1, x2 and x3 of Equation 2.6.
Newton substitutes 0.1 + q for p in p3 = 6p2 + 10p1 = 0. Surely he knows that it
is more sensible to substitute 2.1+ q for y in the original equation y3−2y−5 = 0.
But his numerically awkward procedure, with an ever changing equation, is the
right one for the series expansion problems he is really interested in. And Newton
goes on to use his method to do something really new: he finds infinite series for,
among others, the sine and cosine functions.
Appendix B
Some Formulas for the
Evaluation of the Follower Forces
Tangent Matrix
In this appendix, details about the derivation of the derivatives of the unit vectors
˜
i and
˜
j are presented. Recalling the definition of the unit vectors
˜
im = ˜
xM2 −
˜
xM1
‖
˜
xM2 −
˜
xM1‖ ˜
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xM3 −
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xM1
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˜
xM3 −
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xM1‖
it holds (dropping the subscript m)
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(B.1)
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The second term could be expanded as
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(B.2)
The derivative in Equation B.2 could be rewritten as
∂(
˜
xM2 −
˜
xM1)
∂xMis
= δ2iδps − δ1iδps = (δ2i − δ1i)δps (B.3)
being δ the Kronecker operator. Since s = 1, 2, 3 and p ranges from one to three,
then Equation B.2 takes the following form:
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The overall second term of RHS of Equation B.1 could be rearranged as
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First term of Equation B.1 could be treated in an analogous way:
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Thus, the derivative of the unitary vector
˜
i is:
∂
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= − δ1i − δ2i‖
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